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Union talks 
spark interest 
among staff 
Up, up and away 
Colonel fans attending last Saturday's homecoming game took part in the 
i r^lM-antvhalrwK aftnr th* firct/Vdrwl tniirhdown 
Progress photo/Rex Boggs 
of the game. The fans bought the balloons from various campus organiza- 
tions all of whom gave their proceeds to the juvenile Diabetes Foundatjon. 
By TereM Hill 
News editor 
Union officials will be coming to 
Richmond on Nov. 1 to meet with 
employees who have expressed in- 
terest in forming a union at the 
university. 
The meeting was originally 
scheduled for Oct. 18, but due to 
scheduling conflicts, that meeting 
was postponed until Nov. 1, accor- 
ding to Doug Gingrich, an interna- 
tional union representative for the 
American Federation of State, 
County and Municipal Employees in 
Covington. 
He said his organization has 
already had two meetings with 
university employees who are in- 
terested in organizing into an 
AFSCME chapter. 
Gingrich said there were about 75 
people at the first meeting which 
.was held last month. About 45 peo- 
T>le attended a second meeting held 
earlier this month. Gingrich at- 
tributed the lower attendance to a 
scheduling conflict. m 
The organization  has over  1.3 
NDSL defaults slowly decrease 
By Don Lowe 
Managing editor 
The university's default rate on 
National Direct Student Loan 
accounts has continued to drop for 
the last three years, according to the 
latest figures from the National 
Direct Student Loan Office. 
The default rate for NDSL 
accounts was 8.32 percent in 1982 
but slighUy lower at 7.49 percent in 
1983. 
The current default rate is 6.96 
percent of the fiscal year 1984, 
according to Bill Adams, the univer- 
sity's collection officer for the 
NDSL office. 
The university began to calculate 
the default rate in 1978. 
According to Adams, the rate is 
a combination of the total number 
of accounts or loans that did not 
have any repayment for a period of 
six months after the six-month 
grace period allowed for the initial 
repayment installment. 
The initial six-month grace period 
was granted by the financial aid 
office in 1959. 
Adams also said that eight-ninths 
of the funding for all NDSL's comes 
from the federal government, while 
the other  ninth comes from the 
university. 
The default rate is calculated to 
maintain government funding at the 
same level, according to Adams. 
"If the rate rises above 10 percent 
then we are penalized and we will 
not receive as much funding." he 
said. 
Adams said the university's 
financial aid office has loaned over 
116 million since 1969 when the pro- 
gram began. 
The current default rate of 6.96 
percent represents a dollar amount 
of around 1500,000. said Adams. 
Adams said there have been 
nearly 17,000 students who have 
taken advantage of the loan 
programs. 
He also said the default rate can 
be looked at in two ways. 
"It can be either good or bad," he 
said. "On one hand there are nearly 
seven percent of the students who 
don't pay back their loans. 
"On the other hand, 93 percent of 
the students do pay back their 
loans, and that's encouraging for 
the program." 
Adams said the university has 
never exceeded the 10 percent 
ceiling on government funding. 
Other universities, however, have 
exceeded this ceiling 
According to Ron Jones, NDSL 
director at Morehead State 
University, MSU has exceeded the 
10 percent since 1981. 
In 1981. MSU had a default rate 
of 11.4 percent. 
That figure has risen to 13.7 
percent this year. 
"We no longer receive 
government funding," said Jones. 
Thu example is a good incentive 
for university alumni to pay back 
their loans, said Adams. 
"The success of our program 
depends on collections." he said. 
"That's an appeal we use when 
we're trying to collect them. 
"We tell the alumni that they 
should pay back their loans so other 
students will have the same funds 
and therefore, the same opportunity 
that they had." 
If someone does not pay back a 
loan, then the NDSL office takes 
certain steps of action. 
"We attempt to contact them 
either by a telephone call or a follow 
up letter," he said. "We trace them 
down and then demand repayment. 
"If that fails, after one year we 
turn it over to one of our collection 
agencies." 
Adam* said the university 
currently employs two collection 
agencies. 
General Revenue Corporation of 
Cincinnati  and  the   Registration 
Adjustment Bureau of Memphis 
currently handle the university's i 
delinquent accounts. 
"They try to make arrangements 
and set up a repayment schedule 
with the debtor, ' said Adams. "If 
he refuses, they will search for his 
assets to determine if litigation is 
appropriate. 
"They will then ask us for 
authorization to file suit." 
Adams said the university 
currently files around three suits a 
month. 
However, if the university does 
not file suit, it then can return the 
loans to the federal government. 
"After two years, it can be 
reassigned to the federal 
government," said Adams. "It will 
then be taken off our books which 
ultimately lowers our default rate." 
Adam said this step was recently 
taken by the office and therefore, 
the rate dropped. 
"We assigned some old notes 
back to the government," he said. 
"Some as old as 20 years." 
it is also tne second latgwrt uuit 
within the American Federation of 
Labor and Congress of Industrial 
Organization. 
The AFI.-CIO is a national 
organization which represents about 
13.7 million workers, according to 
Jack Werff, a national field 
representative for the AFL-CIO in 
Cincinnati. 
Gingrich said union interest was 
expressed when an employee of the 
university employee contacted his 
office. 
Gingrich said that there had been 
several attempts in the past to 
organize a labor union on campus , 
but none had been successful 
But he said he thinks this time 
will be different. 
After two meeUngs with 
employees. Gingrich said the union 
will primarily be for service and 
maintenance personnel but clerical 
and secretarial personnel may be in- 
cluded if they show sufficient in- 
terest in unionizing. 
When attempting to set up a 
union, Gingrich said union officials 
meet with employees several times 
to find out how many people would 
like to join. 
"We haven't made the decision to 
go all the way with it yet," he said. 
That decision will be made on the 
basis of how many responses the 
union gets from the workers. 
Gingrich said that they would 
need an 85 to 90 percent response 
rate in order to successfully 
unionise —«-«. 
employ cva ill tuu viuf itai/uuuuiuriBi 
category and 440 in the ser- 
vice/maintenance category, accor- 
ding to Dale Lawrence, director of 
personnel services. 
The union is also setting up com 
mittees made up of university 
employees, sending out literature, 
and holding meetings about every 
two weeks. 
(See UNION. Page 171 
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U of L to impose drinking regulation 
By Teresa HOI 
News editor 
The University of Louisville is for- 
mulating a new student alcohol use 
policy which will attempt to make 
students more responsible about 
alcohol consumption, according to 
Harold Adams, assistant vice presi- 
dent for student life at U of L. 
"It is aimed at driving home the 
responsibilities involved with the 
use of alcohol," Adams said. 
U of L does not prohibit alcohol 
on campus. 
The university also serves beer on 
campus at the Red Bam, a campus 
gathering place that features bands, 
on Friday and Saturday nights. But 
according to Adams, the university 
makes sure students are 21 and they 
regulate their consumption. 
The university also stops selling 
alcohol about an hour before closing 
time to allow students time to stop 
drinking and sit down and have a 
cup of coffee if necessary before 
they leave, he said. 
Under the proposed policy, stu- 
dent organizations would be pro- 
hibited from sponsoring events on 
campus and elsewhere such as beer 
. blasts and drink and drown. 
111 Organizations would be asked to 
sign an agreement with the univer- 
sity to check identification at par- 
ties where alcohol is served, not to 
have parties where individuals 
become drunk and to serve food and 
other non-alcoholic bersragae when 
alcohol is served. 
"The options don't prohibit, they 
just tell how to deal with alcohol 
I responsibly. It doesn't do anything 
that the law doesn't already do. 
"We are just trying to make the 
students aware of the potential 
liabilities and to educate them about 
the laws in existence," Adams said. 
Organizations or individuals in 
* violation of this policy would be 
brought before a special peers court 
that could expell individuals or in 
extreme esses revoke s group's af- 
filiation with the university. 
The policy was to have gone into 
effect this fall but has been postpon- 
ed until its legality could be 
determined. 
A committee has also been form- 
ed to study alcohol policies at other 
universities. 
"With all the SADDS and 
MADDS around, and the judicial 
branch of government leaning 
heavily on drinking, we felt that as 
educators we had a responsibility to 
teach the responsibility and social 
relevance involved with drinking," 
Adams said. 
(SADD is Students Against 
Drunk Drivers. MADD is Mothers 
Against Drunk Drivers.) 
Adams said there hasn't been a 
lot of feedback about the policy 
from students, but he has gotten a 
lot of reaction from the community. 
"We've had a tremendous amount 
of positive feedback from the sur- 
rounding community. They all want 
to know why we didn't do this 
before," he said. 
University policy here at Eastern 
prohibits any consumption of 
alcoholic beverages on campus ex- 
cept for use in connection with 
specifically approved consumption 
for mfmAM^njf OT research programs. 
Violations of this policy may be 
handled in the dorms by the dorm 
directors, by the Division of Public 
Safety, or through the Dean of Stu- 
dent Development's office. 
The university does allow 
students over 21 to b. tag alcohol in- 
to the Mule Barn when organiza 
stabs rent it out for parties. 
Dr. Thomas Myers, vice president 
of student affairs, said that one ma- 
jor reason the university prohibits 
aimhol on campus is that 85 percent 
of the students living on campus are 
under 21. 
"If the population were older, we 
might be able to look at it 
differently. 
"What do you do when only 15 
percent can drink? Tell them that 
they can drink on campus and the 
rest of them can't?" he said. 
Myers said that the university is 
doing s lot with alcohol awareness 
and spending a lot of time and 
money on the problem. 
He said they have a committee set 
up to study alcohol awareness. 
This committee will be presenting 
Alcohol Awareness Week on cam- 
pus all next week. 
Next week the Progress will look 
at what the university is doing to 
help students cope with alcohol- 
related problems. We will also look 
at what different organizations are 
doing to promote alcohol awareness 
and the responsibilities involved 
with drinking. 
Minority 
seeking 
By Alan White 
Features editor 
According to university officials 
an individual is expected to be nam- 
ed to the newly created position of 
director of minority affairs by the 
end of the month. 
This position was approved by the 
Board of Regents this past summer. 
A high drop-out rate among 
minorities last year and the state's 
plan for the desegregation of higher 
education has prompted the univer- 
sity to start looking for a director 
of minority affairs, according to Dr. 
Doug Whitlock, executive assistant 
to university president Dr. J.C. 
Powell. 
Whitlock said there were two 
areas as being the chief concern of 
the person chosen as the director of 
the new office. 
"The state desegregation im- 
plementation has provided some of 
the impetus," said Whitlock. 
^V yrif 
Freeze please Progre98 photo's"n Bttm 
Dr. Paul Schnare, assistant professor of mathematics at the university, runs in Sunday's nuclear freeze walk spon- 
sored by Madison County Citizens Against Nuclear War. 18 participants raised $ 195 for both the local and national 
groups. 
affairs 
director 
According to Whitlock, "Our in- 
ability, or lack of success rather, in 
improving our employment of 
blacks especially in the teaching 
faculty area," will be a major con- 
em of the new director. 
"It's come apparent that we need 
to increase our efforts there, and 
that's s significant part of the job 
description for this person is in- 
volvement in the recruitment and 
employment of minority staff." 
Another key part of the job 
description deals with the retention 
and recruitment of minority 
students. 
"For whatever the reasons, and 
all of the reasons have not yet been 
identified, Eastern last year for the 
first time experienced a somewhat 
dramatic difference in the drop-out 
rate of minority students compared 
to majority students and this is s 
problem that will require a con- 
siderable amount of this person's 
energy," said Whitlock 
The new director will cooperate 
with areas of the university involv- 
ed with the exchange of faculty with 
Kentucky State University and the 
inter-institutional graduate center 
at KSU. 
The director will also serve as an 
ombudsman for minority students, 
faculty and staff 
According to Whitlock, the search 
for the new'director has started but 
it is still early in the process and no 
one has been chosen. 
"We have interviewed four in- 
dividuals. As is always the situation 
when you are interviewing finalists 
there is a two-way street. Not only 
am we looking at them, they are 
looking at us. So you don't always 
come to s satisfactory conclusion in 
an interview with somebody,"said 
Whitlock 
"So we are continuing our effort 
and I think within the next week or 
so we'll have an individual for that 
position. We have not offered the 
position yet to any one individual. 
We are still in the process of talk- 
ing to people," said Whitlock. 
'We have not had a position such 
as this. We have had and continue 
to have an individual who serves in 
a position as minority student 
liaison officer." 
The University of Kentucky has 
had such a position since 1974. 
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U of L policy 
on drinking 
merits praise 
The University of Louisville '■ 
proposed alcohol ass policy is 
one that this sai varsity should 
take note of sad Issrn from. 
Here is a university that 
recognized a long time ago that 
prohibiting alcohol on campus 
would not keep students from 
drinking on campus or off. 
The university also recognizes 
that almost all organizations 
have alcoholic beverages at then- 
parties, and that allowing 
• alcohol to be served on campus 
afterwards, at times when a lot 
of them probably should not be 
driving or walking. 
U of L is not encouraging 
students to drink by allowing 
alcohol on campus. They are 
simply recognizing that is it not 
their place to prohibit an 
activity that many of their 
students have a right under the 
law to participate in. Also they 
are not trying to legislate the 
morality of their students and 
make the decision for them that 
drinking is wrong. 
The university should be 
commended for its clear 
thinking in this matter. 
Now they are taking the 
policy one step futher by 
attempting to teach their 
students to be responsible about 
drinking. 
They are attempting to deal 
with a situation which officials 
at this university have chosen to 
simply ignore. 
Surely the university realizes 
that by refusing to deal with the 
problem they are only making it 
worse. 
We are not endorsing the use 
of alcohol, only asking the 
university to take a more 
realistic view of it, instead of 
burying its head in the sand and 
pretending the problem doss not 
turning their heads at drinking 
during Saturday afternoon 
football games and allowing the 
hundreds of "bring your own 
booze" parties at the Mule Barn 
on Saturday nights, and going 
back to the rigid no^lrinking     ,f Am,ric» hM forgotten that it 
rulkes on campus on Monday 'f.—Pf JPfr '"■'■» ■".» *  
mornihg shows a terrible lscxk  J^Sa* " Wn * ,ppwts,t m "*" 
of responsibility on the part of      i^Joi 
the university. 
When are we going to stop 
having rules that are only 
enforced some of the time? 
When will the university stop 
ignoring this problem that they 
know exists? 
When will they start trying to 
help students deal with the 
problem responsibly and 
maturely? 
When will the ostrich stop 
hurvins its head in the sand? 
The Eastern ffoarta 
L.A. keeps pot alive 
Student Senate 
should work 
Nine weeks into the semester 
and the Student Senate seems 
very unimportant. 
They have been in the news 
lately and have been praised in 
letters to the editor, but none of 
this regards legislation. 
Week after week there is no 
old business and no new 
business before the senate. 
The only legislation that has 
been on the agenda was the 
Trash Chute Seal bill which was 
a leftover from last year. 
This bill has been debated in 
the senate for almost two years. 
It was killed in committee this 
year. 
The senate has proved itself in 
the past. 
Its legislation has helped to 
bring the Mountain Maternal 
birth control service on campus. 
It is responsible for getting 
lights along dark sidewalks. 
It helped to get the 
crosswalks repainted and stop 
signs installed. 
It helped to extend open 
house hours in the dorms. 
It isn't that the senate can't 
accomplish something, it has in 
the past At a minimum it has 
served as a catalyst or 
something to provoke a 
thought. 
Senate is the subject of much 
criticism, but it's no wonder 
when they just sit week after 
week. 
Once again the senators are 
encouraged to start tsasdag to 
the members of their colleges 
and find out what needs to be 
done. 
It   can't   be   that   there   is 
nothing   whatsoever   to   be 
accomplished on this campus. 
If that is the case, then there 
is no need for a Student Senate. 
But since we have one, it 
would be nice if it would work a 
little. 
Whether the senators don't 
have an idea of something they 
can work on or whether the 
thoughts and work is not going 
on in the committees is no 
excuse. 
When a body such as the 
senate has proven itself it is 
hoped they will continue the 
tradition and standards set for 
them. 
The senate is often criticized 
for not being able to really 
accomplish anything. Now it 
has its chance It needs to take 
advantage of it. 
The senators should look 
around and talk to the people 
around them. 
It is inevitable they will find 
something to support, commend 
or fight. 
Senate does indeed deserve 
congratulations for a job well 
done on Fall Festival and voter 
registration. 
But to be effective at all it is 
going to have to deal with 
legislation and get things 
accomplished once again. 
Next week is another chance; 
»«-   mak*>   it   worthwhile. 
along with Lisa Frost and 
Marilyn Bailey (our editor and 
adviser respectively) recently 
visited LA, and it was there I 
reeHiart some very important things 
that I had recently forgotten. 
I guess the first and most 
important thing I remembered u 
that people am people - regardless 
While in LA., we took in many 
sights and had a lot of fun. but the 
biggest thing I noticed was the 
variety of people. 
A casual walk down any street 
was like a stroll through different 
countries. 
We saw Americana from various 
parts of the world. 
There were Mexicans. Chinese. 
Japanese, Indonesians, Egyptians, 
Ethiopians. Hispanic* and many 
more. 
All of these people are now 
Americans, but they savored the 
customs of their homelands. 
Many wear the traditional dress 
of their country while several still 
speak their original language. 
They are starting fresh and their 
children are getting a little of both 
worlds. 
This was illustrated to Lisa and 
Reflections 
Don Lowe 
I first-hand when we asked 
directions. 
The lady we stopped simply said. 
"I don't speak English" asd than 
she called to her son and told Mm 
it was OK to talk to the strangers. 
He then told us he wasn't sure of 
where the street actuaDy was and 
that he was sorry. 
Yet another experience that 
showed us the diversity of people 
and lifestyles in LA. was that of 
eating out. 
Since we were on a vacation of 
sorts, we ate out for every mssL 
This we enjoyed immensely. 
Our first real taste of L.A. came 
at a Japanese restaurant la 
Hollywood called Yameshiros. 
It was set on one of the 
Hollywood Hills so that is allowed 
the patrons to see all or almost all 
of the entire city. 
We were there at night, so the 
view was nothing less than 
spectacular. 
The most unique feature of the 
restaurant was its employees. 
Our valet was Hisnanic and the 
wait lessee were Japanese and wore 
kimonos. 
I realized then that LA. trueiy is 
a special place. 
In many ways it is what America 
is aB about. 
Even though many Americans 
have forgotten that their country is 
the land of the free and the home of 
the brave, LA. hasn't yet. 
People are proud of their 
backgrounds and proud of their 
lifestyles. 
They do what they want, dress 
the way they want, eat what they 
want and it's accepted 
And that's the way it should be. 
When we visited the Los Angelos 
Memorial Coliseum, I was in ab- 
solute awe. 
We looked inside and I could hear 
the Olympic fanfare. 
I could see Mary Lou-Retton as 
she nailed two perfect 10s to prove 
she was the best. 
I remembered the closing 
ceremonies when all the athletes 
from different countries came into 
the    stadium   holding   hands, 
laughing and singing together.. 
It was then I realized that L.A. 
was the perfect place to hold the 
Olympics because of its open arms 
approach to life. 
LA has citizens from all over the 
world and they all live and work and 
play together. 
They all do what they want to do. 
It isn't strange to see girls 
dressed like Madonna, or guys 
dressed like Billy IdoL 
It isn't strange to see a Chinese 
girl with a black guy. 
L.A. is a place where you can go 
to be yourself and to enjoy yourself 
in any way you choose. 
It's really sad that the rest of the i 
country isn't like that. 
And don't say that it is because 
the simple truth is that it isn't 
For instance, most (not all but 
most) interracial and gay couples at 
the university try very hard not to 
be found out. 
In L.A. they could be open about 
it and no one would really care what 
they did 
At the university, it's taboo. 
It really is a shame that the 
university can't open up and 
become like it's cross country 
counterparts in LA. 
I guess the souvenir I brought 
back from L.A. is the knowledge 
that people are people - regardless. 
Parking should be reevaluated 
Corrections 
By Diana Frui 11 
If you own a car and your dorm 
room Is located within the center of 
campus, be prepared to load up your 
back pack and hiking shoes when 
you park your car. 
Unless you are quick behind the 
wheel or you are the first to find and 
conquer a perking space, chances 
are you will have to park your 
vehicle a good distance away. 
This is due to the limited number 
of parking spaces on campus. 
According to an article published 
in the Sept. 27 issue of The Eastern 
Progress , there are 7.032 parking 
spaces available on campus, while 
there are 7,778 registered vehicles 
to park, according to Thomas 
Lindquiat. director of public safety 
This is an inconvenient condition 
that should not continue. 
Students residing in Case and 
Burnam halls have severe parking 
difficulties. Around these areas, the 
parking shortage is worse than in 
any other area on campus, forcing 
a number of students to park in the 
Alumni Coliseum lot. 
This is dangerous late at night for 
females. Even though a shuttle bus 
is provided many garb become 
disgusted by the long wait usually 
experienced when dealing with the 
shuttle bus and walk back to the 
dorms alone. 
Although parking is a difficult 
sk in these areas, Martin Hall. 
Ihana Pruitt is a senior majoring 
in public reiations 
Due to equipment failure with the 
typesetting machines The Progress 
uses there were many typographical 
errors throughout last week's issue. 
We      apologize      for      anv 
inconvenience or confusion these 
errors may have caused and would 
like to. assure readers of our effort 
to keep the newspaper dear of all 
errors. 
which is located in a slightly 
off-center position on campus, 
shares Case and Burnam s plight. 
Debra   Jasper,   20,   a   public 
relations major from Somerset said. 
"I lived in Martin Hall last year and 
found parking to be nothing more 
than a hassle. I would continually 
have to park in the Alumni 
Coliseum lot. Sometimes even 
finding a space there was next to 
imp fusible 
Jasper also said that she felt the 
parking in front of Martin Hall 
fhould be for residence hall 
snty. instead of the staff. 
"We pay  to  live  there,  at 
should be able to park there." she 
said 
Parking tickets on campus 
unfortunately are not as scarce as 
parking   spaces.   Students   are 
continually plagued with the 
overabundance of parking tickets 
distributed by campus security. 
Rennie     Calabria,     21.     a 
broadcasting major from Fairfield, 
Ohio. said. "Unless you are Irving in 
a dorm with a larger parking lot, 
parking is nearly impossible." 
Calabria also said aha has 
witnessed the distribution of a 
number of tickets to parked 
ejsjssssj 
It is evident that 
ticket distribution are two 
which should be solved to 
degree. 
be the obvious 
stated in the 
Lindquiet said. "The possibility is 
the idea of building a multi-level 
parking structure which would cost 
between S 16,000 and 120,000 a 
level. I don't know if we can afford 
that" 
Since there is the possibility of a 
shortage of funds for this endeavor. 
other solutions could be put into 
effect. 
One solution would be the 
possihflif | of installing loading and 
unloading zones in front of the 
donna. This would be helpful for 
students coming back to the dorms 
after a break or weekend, where 
unpacking is involved 
Many tickets are given to 
students who pull in front of the 
dorms with their hazard lights 
blinking. laMsnaW and unloading 
but as 
would alleviate this to some 
decree. 
Another possible solution would 
be placing restrictions on the 
number of people having a car on 
campus. 
For instance, first semester 
freshmen could be restricted from 
having cars to relieve the problem 
of not enough spaces. 
There are a number of solutions to 
the parking problems on campus; 
It s just a matter of choosing one. 
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TO THE EDITOR: 
Students help ACS 
The Richmond Unit-American 
Cancer Society would like to express 
our sincere thanks to the EKU 
Student Association for having 
made the American Cancer Society 
recipient of proceeds from their Fall 
Festival. 
This type of generosity from such 
a cross-section of students' time and 
talents lends itself beautifully to 
American Cancer Society's largest 
volunter organization in the world! 
The Richmond Unit-ACS is ready 
at any time to assist any student or 
faculty member in any way we are 
able to do so. 
Some day, we hope in the not too 
distant future, to be able to say "we 
have own the fight against cancer" 
instead of "we are winning." And it 
will be efforts such as the Student 
Association of EKU that will help 
to win. 
Anne L. Martin 
Public Relations Chairman 
Richmond Unit-ACS 
Voters register 
I wish to commend the EKU 
Student Association for the 
outstanding job that they did with 
voter registration this year. Over 
850 new voters were registered and 
we were very proud to have the 
EKU Student Association as a 
sponsor of Vote Central Kentucky. 
Special mention should be made 
of the job done by Donn Johnson 
and Charles Sutkamp. Donn, who 
started the vear as Student RiKhts 
and Responsibilities Chairman, did 
an outstanding job of getting the 
Treatment unfair 
Tuesday night. October 16. 1984 
three handicap students went on a 
panty-raid just to blow off a little 
steam. We first went to Martin Hall 
and then to McGregor Hall. The 
women in those two dormitories 
treated us as if we were not the 
same as the rest of the students 
here. To compound this the public 
safety people demeaned us and 
made us feel like children who had 
slipped out of the backyard. 
My roommate and I have never 
been made to feel so small and 
humiliated before in our lives. It's 
a terrible thing to think about but 
it seems that equal treatment of 
students at Eastern is not what we 
think or have been lead to believe it 
is. 
I would like to take this time to 
thank Eastern's outstanding 
campus police and the bright 
student body who have so 
graciously opened my eyes to the 
real facts of life. 
Roger Shepard 
People poll Whom do you most admire? 
  By K. Randall Yocum 
Ballird Morgan 
Margaret Ballard. senior, computer 
•dene*, Bardatown 
My parents. 
Bryon Morgan, sophomore, 
business management, Hamilton, 
Ohio 
Jesse Jackson. Darst Canada 
Paul Darst, sophomore, computer 
f   science. Jefferaontown 
The   members   of   the   'George 
Jones Loves You Society.' 
Arthur    Canada,    sophomore, 
industrial       education       and 
technology. WlUiainsburg 
Jon David Claggett 
Pola   Jones,   junior,   computer 
electronics, Carlisle 
Jerome Dorsey. 
Jerome  Dorsey, junior, computer 
electronics, Huntlngton, Maryland 
Pola Jones. Jones Dorsey 
Tammy Peavy, senior, elementary 
education, Loretto 
My mom of course. 
Rick Hollingsworth, senior, 
industrial education and 
technology. Nicholasville 
Ryan Brown because I want to 
follow in his footsteps. Peavy Hollinjsworth 
indecent expenses university professors speak on election 
It greatly irritated me to see that 
the Progress*?! is satisfied with the 
projects funded by the board of re- 
jects. I surely expect more from a 
student newspaper. 
No the university is not apathetic 
to students needs, it is ignorant of 
them. How many of those projects 
affect the quality of eduation here? 
Instead of needed improvements 
in education (that is what we're here 
for right?) we get things like $65000 
for redecorating the Powell lobby. 
• 12000 for an ecology display. 
$40000 for beds and chairs. $68000 
for  a  manure hin    *n<t  tsnnn  t— 
By Teresa Hill 
Newa editor 
Six instructors at the university 
have taken sides in the upcoming 
presidential election and are ready 
to defend their candidates at a 
political discussion next week spon- 
sored by the departments of govern- 
ment and humanities, philosophy 
and religion. 
The discussion, which is entitled 
"Reagan or Mondale? EKU pro- 
fessors take sides!", will give each 
instructor five minutes to explain 
why he or she is voting for which 
candidate, according to Dr. Jane 
Rainey, associate professor of 
government. 
Rainey said there would also be an 
opportunity for questions and 
answers from the audience. 
The discussion will be in the Clark 
Room of the Wallace Building at 8 
p.m. on October 24. 
Instructors speaking out for 
Reagan will include: Claude Smith, 
chairman of the accounting depart- 
ment; Dr. Bert Campbell, associate 
professor of social science; and Dr. 
Bill McGuire, associate professor of 
finance and business. 
Those supporting Mondale will in- 
clude: Dr. Teresa Isaacs, assistant 
professor of government; Dr. 
Richard Freed, associate professor 
of English; and Dr. Glenn Rainey, 
associate professor of government. 
Moderator for the discussion will 
be Dr. Robert Miller, chairman of 
the Department of Philosophy and 
Religion. 
"Important  issues  are   almost 
never clear-cut. There are areas of 
ambiguity and uncertainty, but we 
have a responsibility to work 
through these issues from as many 
perspectives as possible and then to 
make a commitment based on our 
beat insights and on the principles 
we hold," said Dr. Anne Brooks, 
chairwoman of the Department of 
Humanities. 
"One of the roles of a university 
faculty is to use their expertise to 
help analyze and interpret issues of 
public interest," she said. 
should be thanked for their effort. 
Mention should also be made oi 
the job done in the Richmond 
community by Dr. Elizabeth Fraas. 
Libby organized a number of 
Madison County organizations and 
registered a large number of people 
in and out of the university 
community. 
Voting is an essential part of what 
makes our country great and these 
people should be commended for the 
job that they did. 
Don McNay 
Chairman, Vote Central Kentucky 
■»WM,~ *.«• 
developed. 
I look at the decisions made and 
see money alloted like this, while at 
the same time academic programs 
are being suspended. Is tnere real- 
ly less reason to complain as you 
suggust? Having carpet under ones 
feet is little consolation for a sub par 
education. I had hoped that the Pro 
gressl?) would see this but apparent- 
ly a poor education is more 
prevalent than I thought. 
Gary Andres 
Fifth Street 
Richmond 
Guidelines for letters to the editor 
The Eastern Progress encourages 
its readers to write a letter to the 
editor on any topic. 
letters submitted for publication 
should be addressed to the 
newspaper and must contain the 
address and telephone number of 
the author. 
Letters must contain the author's 
original signature. Carbons, 
photocopies and letters with 
illegible signatures will not be 
accepted. 
The Eastern Progress routinely 
condenses letters before publication, 
however spelling, grammar and 
punctuation will not be corrected. 
The Eastern Progress uses its 
own judg ment to determine if a 
letter is libelous or in poor taste and 
reserves the right to reject any 
letter. 
Letters should be typed and 
double-spaced. They should also be 
no longer than 200 words (about one 
typed page.) 
The Progress also provides 
readers with the opportunity to 
express more detailed opinions in a 
column called "Your turn." 
These columns may be in the form 
of a long letter to the editor or may 
be an editorial that does or does not 
conform with the views of this 
newspaper. Those interested is 
writing a "Your turn" column 
should contact the newspaper 
before submitting an article. 
Letters should be mailed or 
brought to The Eastern Progress. 
117 Donovan Annex, behind Model 
school. 
The deadline for submitting a 
letter for a specific issue is the 
Tuesday, at noon, preceding the 
date of the Thursday publication. 
Letters will be used in accordance 
with available space. 
The Eastern Progress 
Keeps You Informed Of Campus Activites 
If You Know Of An Upcoming Event 
Give Us A Call At 622-1882 
MAR-TAN OPTICAL 
Whara Btudamtn Ars 
Lana 
To F«el At Homo 
883-4887 
r\ 
She will become 
their most deadly weapon. 
As long as they can make 
her fall in love. 
tt 
DIANE KIEATON 
THE 
LITTLIE 
DRUMiyilER 
GIRL 
A GEORGE ROY HILL FILM 
DIANE KEATON 
in JOHN LE CARRE'S 
"THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL" 
YORGO VOYAGIS KLAUS KINSKI 
Music by DAVE GRUSIN 
Executive Producer PATRICK KELLEY 
Screenplay by LORINGMANDEL 
Based on the novel by JOHN LE CARRE 
Produced by ROBERT L. CRAWFORD 
Directed by GEORGE ROY HILL 
O FROM VMftNEn BOOS A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY 
R ■••TXICTIO Mil il ■MMI '"»' ' 
HAD IHE BANTAAI BOOK 
Starts Friday, Oct. 19th at a Theatre Near You. 
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Coed finds answers 
to all life's problems 
Let me  start  by  saying 
won't believe what I "m going to say. 
And then some just won't care. 
That's OK, because the smartest 
person that ever walked the face of 
the earth said it would be like that. 
But I can relate, because eight 
months ago I would have felt the 
same way. 
But I'm not the same person I 
was eight months ago. 
Growing up was rough for me, like 
it is for many. I don't know what it 
is about being a teenager, there's so 
much confusion and unhappinass 
with everybody trying to carve 
themselves into a person with an 
identity. 
I found the world a nasty place. 
The "if it feels good do it" and "look 
out for number one" is so cold, but 
that's the way it is And I didn't like 
it, but eventually I just joined the 
crowd. 
For so long I wanted answers. 
"What's the purpose of my life? 
Why is the world the way it is? Is 
this all there is, or is there 
something more and where can I 
find it?" 
Nobody's answers satisfied me 
There didn't seem to be truth 
anywhere, so I quit trying to find it 
Sis years I spent not caring about 
my answers. In a strange sort of 
way, perhaps I was looking for them 
somehow in the the partying, the 
live for today lifestyle. 
I told myself I was having a good 
time, but deep inside I carried guilt 
for the way I was living. 
My first college roommate was 
the "big Christian." She didn't like 
to do anything what I considered 
i. u> ma aha-was ~ »•"•»■• 
rSawMng uei  uium. 
"Have you ever thought about 
giving your life to Jesus? "she would 
ask me. 
I didn't even know what she 
meant. She sounded like one of 
those zealous evangelists I d made 
fun of on TV. 
My turn 
Lucy Bennett 
"No," I told her. "I want to figure 
things out myself before I make any 
decisions like that." 
A fairly intellectual response. I 
thought. 
I'd heard about Jesus all my life. 
Prom a historical standpoint. I 
thought he was really here but I 
wasn't sure of who he was. If it was 
like some people said, that this guy 
was the son of Ood and he died so 
people could get to heaven if they 
gave up their lives to follow him, 
then why didn't everybody act like 
they owed him anything? It just 
didn't make sense to me. 
But then it happened. My sister. 
who is one of my beet friends, told 
me how she had gotten "saved." 
At first I thought. "Oh no. My 
sister has become a religious fanatic 
and now she's going to try to save 
my soul." 
Her 28 years had been plagued by 
a lot of hurt and she bore the guilt, 
emotional scars and bitterness to 
show for it. 
But she was really happy! I could 
see it in her eyes, and in everything 
she said and did. It was no act. 
was uutug a Kuuti job of running it. 
I wondered if I could be so happy, 
but at first I doubted it. My sister 
seemed to have found some answers 
but I didn't know if I could handle 
them I didn't feel like I deserved 
God. If he was in the business of 
saving   people,   I   thought   he 
wouldn't want me since I had tam- 
ed my back on him for so long. 
One Saturday night last February 
I sat down on my bedroom floor 
with a pocket testament I had been 
handed by an old man on campus. 
I didn't know what I was going to 
do. 
It had been so long since I had 
really prayed. About the only time 
I said "God" was when I was 
cussing or when I would beg him to 
get me out of some mass I had 
gotten myself into. 
"God, if you're real, help me to 
understand what I read in this book. 
If I can't bekwve it. then at least I'd 
like to understand." was my 
awkward prayer. 
But that's all it took for God. He 
knew my heart was searching for 
him. He knew I wanted the truth, 
and finally J was able to handle it. 
After reading a few pages, a 
feeling I hadn't known my whole life 
came over me. It was peace! All the 
doubt, fear, anger, frustration, 
depression and guilt were leaving 
me. Later I realized this was the 
thing they call grace. 
This experience changed my 
whole life. I realized that God gave 
me my life, but if I didn't want to 
die I had to give it back. And I did. 
that night in February. 
So much has happened to me 
since. I' ve come to see bow much of 
s real part God wants to play in 
people's lives, if they would only let 
him. 
Old desires that, weren't trains to 
a Cluiaiiau uuw, I guess 1 can't go 
party anymore.'' No, God just took 
the desire away. Plain and simple. 
Some people like me hsve to go 
down before they can get up, like I 
did. But you don't have to; you can 
do it now. 
Think about it. 
sw^ 
drug stores 
LAYAWAY NOW 
Make you' rhotce *n*e se»clK>n 
is complete Small deposit twkjs 
your gitt until December 22 No 
interest or carrying cna>fl_e_ 
SAVINGS 
GOODTHRU 
SAT..OCT 20 
You should be 
under SupeRx 
Pharmacy care 
YOUR SUPERx PHARMACISTS 
OFFER THESE TIPS ABOUT 
ACCIDENTS & THE 
SENIOR CITIZEN 
PHOTO COUPON (**£&* 
THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
SINGLE PRINTS 
DISC ■ 12 JXP   BBBI i  
2" 5" 
•af   It    • I   W 36 EX 
DOUBLE PRINTS 
2" 3** eaW. tj IXP    ■**» DISC 
«• 8" 36 IXP ^■r   /« til' ^r jot*' ^n^   «~c*,'       ^v   — »-- 
Regular size prints from on* rod or disc of 
color-print film at time of processing. 
Limit one roll or due per coupon 
Compatible C41 process ram only. 
Enclose coupon with order 
 nr 
ltmmmWm% Good thru Oct 30. 1984 J 
Falls are the most common cause 
of fatal accidents in later life. 
Attention to safety can prevent 
untimely death and disability. We 
urge you to keep all steps and 
walkways indoors and out, well- 
lighted, in good repair and free of 
obstacles. Install sturdy handrails 
on both sides of the stairways and 
grab bars in bathrooms. Remove 
or tack down floor coverings that 
tend to slide. Place nonskid mats 
or strips in the bathtub and other 
potentially slippery areas. 
Hunger still a problem 
\> 
By Diana PreJtt 
Staff writer 
Tuesday was a day for education 
on toe world hunger crisis at the 
university, as a few faculty 
members and students held an 
event to make students more aware 
of the world food situation. 
Among the faculty members 
involved were Joseph Flory of 
international education, Shirley 
Snarr of borne economics, and 
Lindsey Horn of agriculture. 
With the help of their students. 
these faculty members organized, 
an afternoon of displays and 
question answering opportunities 
for students concerning world 
hunger as it exists today. 
"Because world hunger is such s 
problem, we feel at least students 
need to be aware of it," said Flory. 
According to Flory, tables were 
set up between the Powell Building 
and the bookstore between the 
hours of 11:30 and 1 p.m. on 
Tuesday. 
Students manned tables 
displaying written information 
concerning the hunger issue. 
Flory said the displays were set 
up at these hours in order to get 
more students to stop by since these 
were the heaviest class-changing 
times. 
The tables were manned by Gina 
Traugott, a senior dietetics major, 
along with Peggy Maston and 
Shirley Ernest, both who are 
graduate students majoring in 
community nutrition. 
According to Snarr, they were 
available to answer any questions 
that students and members of the 
community had pertaining to the 
world food matter and daily nutri- 
tional needs. 
Snarr has a number of her 
students working on the project. 
"Nutrition majors are sending 
articles to their home newspaper to 
raise awareness in their home 
communities," said Snarr. 
Hunger is not only a problem 
around the world, but exists in our 
own surroundings, she said. 
As stated in a handout supplied 
by Flory, Kentucky has its own food 
crisis. 
In seven Kentucky counties st 
least 30 percent of food sold in 
grocery stores is purchased with 
food stamps. 
In six additional counties, 26 per- 
cent of the food purchased is bought 
with food stamps. 
This places a large food stamp 
load on the government. 
According to the pamplet, in 
1981, Congress cut the Food Stamp 
Program by several billion dollars. 
These cute meant that 27,000 
Kentuckians either lost their food 
stamp benefits or had them reduced 
There are currently 350 emergen- 
cy food programs (including food 
pantries -and   soup   kitchens) 
operating in Kentucky. 
Fifty percent have been in place 
in 1980. The other 60 percent have 
been organized sines 1981. 
All the agencies have seen st least 
a 76 percent increase in requests for 
aaiistance. Some are recording an 
increase of more than 400 percent. 
Flory said that it is essential to 
make the students aware of the food 
problem in Kentucky, since they are 
the future of Kentucky. She said 
that they will have some control 
over the state's crop situation and 
could possibly help. 
According to Flory. a Beree-based 
group called "Bread for the World 
also joined them in their effort and 
manned a •■milar booth 
Materials were also provided by 
s group named "CROP", an 
organization that is church related. 
The group will hold a hunger walk 
in the Lexington area. 
"This is the first time we have 
tried anything like this. It is an 
experiment that we hope will be 
successful." said Flory. 
Co-op awarded 
$25,000 grant 
Progress Staff Report 
The university's cooperative 
education program was recently 
awarded a supplemental grant 
worth 926,236 from the federal 
government 
This is the third year the 
university has received these extra 
funds, according to Kenneth E. 
Noah, director of cooperative 
education. 
The grant, which is 
"supplemental funds to initiate, 
improve, or expand a program of 
cooperative education," is a 
supplement to the university's 
original amount of over 9800,000 
under the Comprehensive 
Demonstration Model Grant 
awarded to the university three 
years ago, according to Noah. 
The director said the university 
was selected to receive this amount 
for the purpose of s rving as a 
model for other colleges or 
universities which might be 
considering instituting a similar 
comprehensive cooperative 
education program. 
Noah said the university's 
cooperative education program 
received a supplement of 99.000 two 
years ago, and a supplement close 
to 916,000 last year. 
He said this year's 925.236 
supplement "gives us an 
opportunity to do some of the extra 
things we need to do, such ss hire 
summer school faculty coordinators, 
clerical help in the co-op office and 
student workers." 
In addition, he said, some of the 
extra funds will be used to purchase 
office supplies. 
FALL USED TIRE SALE 
HADDEN'S SUNOCO 
STUDENTS WELCOME 
saV* 
SilE 
SUMOC 
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE 
ON THE BY-PASS / 623-6962 
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Fretty stresses 
importance of 
social activity 
Progress photo/Rex Boggs and Sean Elklns 
Students reach for the pursuit of trivia with popular board game 
Students in nursuit of trivia 
By 1Wi Ma.Ua 
Staff writer 
In the '50s, it was swallowing live 
goldfish. 
In the '60s. it was the hula hoop 
and long hair. 
In the '70s, it was electronic 
games, skateboards and physical 
fitness. 
And now, in the '80s, the latest 
craze is a test of common 
knowledge. 
It's Trivial Pursuit, and it's 
popular among some university 
students. 
According to the rules of play that 
accompany Trivial Pursuit, the 
object of the game is to correctly 
answer questions in each of six 
categories while sitting on the 
category's headquarters. 
After this is accomplished, the 
player must land in the center of the 
board and answer a question in a 
category chosen by his opponents. 
If the player answers this 
question correctly, he wins and the 
game is over. 
But why do some university 
students like the game so much? 
"It tests your knowledge," said 
OU3HT1 iviitrtm, n j< <t   ■ l< iiu inn. . 
education major from LaGrange. 
"Also you pick up bits and pieces 
of information that you'd never 
know otherwise," she added. 
Other students said they agree 
that the game is educational. 
"It (playing Trivial Pursuit] was 
a learning experience," said 
Dawsinda Wiggs, an undeclared 
sophomore from Owenton. 
"I like to play it because it makes 
you think," said Kevin Ashley, a 
junior marketing major from 
Greenup. 
The board game's six categories 
are: geography, entertainment, 
history, art and literature, science 
and nature and sports and leisure. 
Some players have favorite 
categories. 
"I like sports questions," said 
Martin. 
"I feel like it's more general than 
the other categories and I know 
more about it," Martin added. 
Wiggs said she liked geography 
questions better than the other 
categories. 
"I like the geography category 
the best because I'm interested in 
ail over the world," Wiggs said. 
Trivial Pursuit is so popular 
among some students that some 
university hall councils have made 
the game available to dormitory 
residents. 
"Students sign the game out at 
the desk and leave their I.D.," said 
Cheryl Welch, an R. A. on the fourth 
floor of Martin Hall. 
"Students get their I.D.'s back 
when the game is returned," said 
the sophomore philosophy major 
from Chicago. 
According to Welch, the game is 
very popular in Martin Hall. 
"It's checked out everyday," she 
said. 
The game is also available to 
residents of Palmer Hall. 
According to Jimmy Gay, the 
dorm director of Palmer Hall, 
students check out the game in the 
same manner as they do at Martin. 
"It was very popular at first, but 
it's died down some now," said Gay. 
"Students can use the game in the 
lobby or in their rooms, ' he said. 
"Also, there is no time limit on 
keep the game out," he added. 
The lack of a time limit could be 
beneficial to players because games 
sometimes last quite a while. 
According to Martin, games 
usually last about two hours. 
Other university dormitories plan 
to purchase the game for their 
residents. 
"We haven't purchased the game 
yet, but we hope to soon,'' said Trip 
McCracken, a senior computer 
information systems major from 
Louisville and an K.A. on the 11th 
floor of Commonwealth Hall. 
McGregor Hall residents will also 
have access to the game. 
"We have not bought Trivial 
Pursuit yet, but we plan to," said 
Carroll Hymore, dorm director of 
McGregor Hall. 
"We'll probably get it in the nei t 
two weeks," she added. 
According to Sheila Collins, a 
Richmond resident and salesperson 
at a local discount store, Trivial 
Pursuit has been available in 
Richmond since October, 1983. 
"Sales are good, especially when 
it's on sale." said Collins. 
By Anne Allegrini 
Staff writer 
Some people 
like having 
assigned seats in 
a class, and some 
people don't. 
Imagine a 
seating plan 
arranged so that 
males and 
females are sure 
to   sit   by   one   cr-ttv 
another.       Dr.   rreiiv 
Fretty is the man behind this plan. 
Fretty, bom and raised in Des 
Moines, Iowa, is an associate 
professor in the political science 
department. 
Fretty received his undergraduate 
degree in economics at the 
University of Iowa. There he was 
concerned with the social aspect of 
the college and was elected to be a 
dorm president. 
As president he said he brought 
new life to an annual dance that 
lacked enthusiasm. 
"I realized that some people from 
the area just didn't know how to 
dance, so we hired a dance 
instructor," Fretty said. "This 
action proved to be successful. 
"In spite of all the changes since 
my college days, there are still sh; . 
neoolfl.   I   know   that   th*r«   are 
don't know how to go about it," 
Fretty said. 
Fretty has three children, who all 
attended the university. His 
daughter Sarah was actively 
involved in the Womens' Residence 
Hall Association. 
Fretty did not allow his children 
to take political science courses 
because he said he felt this would 
put the other teachers in an 
awkward position. 
Fretty obtained his doctorate 
from the Fletcher School of Law and 
Diplomacy. 
He said he knew by his sophomore 
year in college that he wanted to be 
a teacher. 
"I was appreciative for all the 
benefits of a college education and 
was excited by the experience. I 
wanted to help others experience 
this," Fretty said. 
Fretty said he came to the 
university because it is located in a 
historically less-developed state and 
because he is interested in that type 
of area. 
"I felt like I saw more of the world 
than I did of this country." he said. 
He has traveled extensively in areas 
all around the world. 
The instructor said he takes his 
teaching position very seriously. "I 
teach a course as I would teach it at 
Harvard,'' said Fretty. 
He said he believes that students 
from the university "can receive as 
good an education here than they 
could anywhere else." 
There have been issues that come 
before the faculty that Fretty said 
he did not agree with. 
The proposed honors program is 
one he does not believe in. "If you 
remove the best students from the 
classes, the regular class would no 
longer be challenging to the student 
or the instructor," he said. 
"I am very sympathetic to my 
students and here to serve them, 
but at the same time I seek to be 
demanding," he added 
He said he feels very strongly 
against the students evaluating the 
teachers as a source of merit. "I've 
always had my students evaluate 
me to use for my own personal 
improvement," said Fretty. 
He said that the definition of 
merit is obtained through teaching, 
service and scholarship. 
"Scholarship is like the publication 
of papers by the faculty. 
"We are told how to use our time 
*ru\ if m,*lUw>-t •'■—:> IK- «»«   wo'ro 
being developed, the student senate 
president, the student senate 
president and the chairman of the 
committee, who were both for the 
student evaluations of teachers, 
were in one of his classes. "Both 
were doing poor work," he said. 
"The students were interested not 
in good instruction, but power," 
Fretty said. 
He said that with this evaluation 
process many good faculty 
members are passed up for awards. 
"We are persons of principle, we 
spend our time the way we want 
to," Fretty said. 
Fretty said not all the faculty 
agree with him. "I don't seek 
popularity, nor do I receive it," he 
said. 
Aside from his teaching, the 
instructor is the secretary of the Phi 
Sigma Alpha honor society. 
Banquets are planned for the 
members at the end of the year. 
Before the university had an 
established society, Fretty would 
still acknowledge the honor 
students. "I paid for the dinners 
anonymously," he said. 
Early campus 
lacked design 
By Lucy Bennett 
Copy editor 
Try to imagine, if you will, our 
"campus beautiful" back in the 
days when the only buildings on 
campus were the ones centered 
around the University Building, and 
the days when you might have need- 
ed your hiking boots going from one 
class to another due to the lack of 
sidewalks. 
According to the book Three 
Decades of Progress, 1906-1996, 
Eastern Ky. Stale Teacher's 
College: "For years, little could be 
done toward beautifying the 
campus with shrubs, flowers, trees, 
walks and drives. These were not 
forgotten however, and in time they 
began to appear. 
"In 1910 the Board of Regents 
voted to 'drain the campus pond.' 
'to spread rocks on the campus 
roads.' and 'to spend the sum of 
$1,430' on campus improvements. 
Tarvia was placed on the campus 
.roads first in 1920. The first 
concrete walks were laid in 1921." 
A company known as the Weber 
firm of Cincinnati constructed 
several of the early campus building 
.including the University Building, 
the first campus structure, the 
Roark Building, Sullivan Hall and 
the Cam mack Building, whose 
• second floor served as the school's 
library until 1923. 
The university's campus was 
designed in the tradition of 
Frederick Law Olmsted the man 
who designed New York's Central 
- Park and who "virtually created the 
profession of landscape 
architecture." according to 
Elizabeth Barlow in her book 
Frederick Law Olmsted's New 
York. 
On one of his famous travel 
journeys which took him through 
Kentucky. Olmsted wrote this 
about the land of the Bluegrass: 
"Travel where you will for days, 
you find always the soft, smooth 
1 sod, shaded with oaks and beeches. 
noble in age and form, arranged in 
vistas and masses, stocked with 
herds, deer and game." 
Olmsted died in 1903. but 
members of his family continued his 
landscaping business. In the early 
1920's, the Olmsted Bros, firm was 
hired by the university and used 
extensively in a surveying 
capacity to determine sites for 
roads, sidewalks, future buildings 
and greenery. 
A topographical map drawn by 
their company is displayed in the 
University Archives located on the 
bottom floor of the Cammack 
Building. 
When the campus was still very 
small, areas immediately adjacent 
were farmland As the campus need- 
ed to expanded, one by one these 
tracts of land were acquired by the 
university. 
For example, BUendale Hall was 
once the residence on Ellendale 
farm. The university purchased the 
property in 1922, and for a short 
time the house was named 
Cammack Hall and used as a men's 
dormitory. 
The land surrounding Telford 
Hall and adjoining the Richmond 
Cemetery Co. was once the Gibson 
farm and was also purchased by the 
Board of Regents in 1922. 
Many stately trees grace the 
campus today largely due to a 
concerted effort by those at the 
university in December of 1932, 
according to Three Decades of 
Progress. 
"...the faculty, the administrative 
staff, the students, in fact 
everybody connected with the 
college, made a voluntary 
contribution amounting to SI29.10 
for the purchase of trees for 
campus...and on the afternoon of 
December 7 classes were dismissed 
and everybody in the college helped 
Dlant them." 
Rees crowned at home game 
By Phillip Bowling 
Staff writer 
If you think Jane Rees is pretty, 
then you would love to meet her 
family. 
Rees, the 1984 Homecoming 
Queen, is one in a set of triplets. 
The word "pride" appeared to be 
the easiest way for Rees to describe 
her feelings toward being chosen as 
queen of the festivities. Each time 
she began to express her feelings, 
she became speechless as if still in 
shock. 
"I was so shocked when they 
made the announcement," said 
Rees, who is a senior computer in- 
formation systems major from 
Lexington. 
"It really hasn't hit me yet," she 
said. 
"It's still like a dream. It's great." 
She continued expressing the 
"great pleasure" and "pride" that 
she feels with the acceptance of 
"this great honor." 
"I was very proud that my father 
could be with me (as her escort) to 
share the honor," she said. 
She said the day was additionally 
special because she had always 
wanted her father to share an honor 
with her. 
During the week, Rees met many 
of the other candidates. 
"All the other girls were 
wonderful." said Rees. "We could 
have split the crown 15 ways and it 
would have been fine." 
On    Thursday    evening   the 
contestants, dressed in formal 
gowns,   were   introaucea   to   ine 
judges   and   students  during  a 
ceremony      held      at      Brock 
Auditorium. 
Contestants attended a luncheon 
with the judges early Friday. In the 
afternoon, interviews were held. 
The day ended after the 
contestants practiced with the 
band. Saturday consisted of the 
annual parade and the queen's 
crowning during the football game. 
During the past two summers, 
Rees has worked for Kings 
Productions. The company, which 
produces    the    entertainment 
programs at Kings Island 
amusement park in Cincinnati, hired 
Rees and one of her sisters, Julie, to 
sing and dance in the programs. 
This past summer, Rees appeared 
in In Concert '84, a salute to 
recording artists of the year. 
This opportunity was sparked by 
her interest in entertainment during 
high school. 
Channel 27, a Lexington-based 
CBS affiliate, hired the two rteea 
sisters to co-host a half-hour 
program called Together Country 
Style. 
The two also did some local work 
for PM Magazine. 
Entertainment opportunities 
appear to be opening up for Rees. 
This winter she will work weekends 
at Kings Island's Winterfest. 
In the spring. Rees will become a 
part of a USO tour. The tour will 
consist of visits to many countries 
including Spain, Greece and Italy. 
"I am so excited about doing 
this," said Rees. "The work will be 
hard but the experience will be 
unforgetable." 
My graduation has been 
postponed until May 1986 due to 
the USO tour." said Rees. "I had to 
cut my hours from 18 to 12 hour 
loads, but it's worth it" 
"I would like to be a professional 
entertainer if the opportunity is 
there," said Rees. "However, the 
risk is so high. 111 go into computers 
for now." 
If the chance arose for her to 
pursue a career in the entertainment 
field, she would go into singing. 
"Singing comes before dancing 
for me," said Rees. 
She finds more enjoyment in 
singing, even though she is 
appreciative of the opportunities 
that dancing has helped to open for 
her. 
The hectic schedule has made a 
definite impression on her life. 
"My family is really close and it 
bothers me that I go from here (the 
university) to there (Kings Island) 
in the summer and them back here." 
said Rees. 
Rees crowned queen 
Having a busy schedule has also 
put an end to much of her prior 
campus involvement. 
During her sophomore and junior 
years, she was a university 
cheerleader. 
"The other day at the game I 
watched   them   (the   cheerleadng 
Progress photo/Charles Pendleton 
squad) and they were great," said 
Rees. "But I really miss getting to 
be involved." 
Currently her campus 
involvement is serving as 
Homecoming Queen and being a 
member of Chi Omega sorority.   . 
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Mortar Board 
shows student - 
achievements 
Organizations 
By Becky Clark 
Staff writer 
The requirements of having a 
grade point average of 3.3 or above 
and being a junior are needed to be 
considered for membership in 
Mortar Board, the senior honor 
society at the university. 
Students must also be active in 
other organizations to be eligible for 
membership. 
These students must also have 
completed 70 hours by the end of his 
or her junior year. 
Students interested in becoming 
members must fill out an 
application and list which activities 
they are involved in. 
"By the time a student is a senior 
he or she is expected to be more 
involved on campus," said Nancy 
Brennan, president of Mortar 
Board. 
Brennan is in several other 
organizations. She is president of 
Catholic Newman Center, senior 
adviser for Lambda Sigma, the 
sophomore honor society, an Alpha 
Nu member, a social work club 
member, and a member of the 
Student Occupational Therapy 
Association. 
Being active in groups is stress- 
ed because membership in Mortar 
Board is based on scholarship, 
leadership and service, according to 
Dr.   Martha   Conaway.   faculty 
campus March 21, 1U3J, ana ntfw 
has 37 members. 
Before it was called Mortar 
Board, it was referred to as 
Collegian Pentacle. 
Since its charter on campus, the 
organization has been very active. 
At the Fall Festival, members of 
the honorary sold laminated 
posters. 
The club is also collecting new and 
used books and money for the third 
world countries. This is an 
international project with 
headquarters in Lexington. 
Also,    tutoring   services   are 
provided by members for the local 
high schools. 
During the Christmas season. 
Mortar Board is responsible for the 
Hanging of the Greens, done 
annually. 
In addition, members of the group 
serve as ushers at graduation. 
The members are also responsible 
for Dialogue '83 and -84. where 
students and faculty meet in the 
Powell building and discuss various 
academic problems. 
Although Brennan said joining 
the organization wasn't a major 
goal for her as a freshman, by the 
time she was a sophomore in 
Lambda Sigma, the thought had 
entered her mind. 
"I wanted the accomplishment of 
being successful in the academic 
world." said Brennan whose grade 
point average is 3.8. 
For the past two years the 
student of the year award have been 
received given to members of 
Mortar Board. 
Normally the club has three 
faculty advisers. 
The senior adviser is Conaway 
and the junior adviser is Coach 
Diana Murphy. The adviser position 
for the overall club is not currently 
filled and applications are now being 
taken for that position. 
The advisers function is to help 
the students by advising them on 
' programs. speakers and 
philanthropies. 
There hasn't been a major 
philanthropy decided upon as yet. 
However, three speakers have 
been scheduled to talk at the 
meetings this semester. 
Celeste Shawler of the nursing 
department will speak on positive 
thinking, and Naomi Fonda will 
speak on karate and self defense. 
Fonda is president of the tae kwon 
do club. In addition. Dr. Bruce 
Kokernot will speak on the Peace 
^Corps. He served in the Peace Corps 
in Turkey. 
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Booming with pride Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
Kappa Alpha member Mark Altic and other Colonel fans watch as the fraternity's cannon goes off for a touchdown 
during the university s Hoiriecoming game last Saturday against Central Florida. The Colonels defeated the Knights 
37 14 
Intramural update 
Softball 
All people interested in 
participating in the Women's 
S< ftbail Club should attend the 
rr jeting at tf p.m. on Oct. 24 in 
Eegley 156. 
For more information, contact the 
Division of Intramurals at 1244. 
Volleyball 
The deadline for Co-Rec Volleyball 
is 4:30 p.m.. Oct. 31. Turn entries in 
to Begley room 202. 
A separate default fee of S10 is 
required  for participation in  this 
sport. 
Football champs 
The champions for the Division of 
Intramural Programs Flag Football 
program were determined on Oct. 
10. 
The men's university champion 
was the PKY-D team as they 
defeated the Rockers 30-6. 
In the women's division, the 
Sigma Sweethearts were defeated 
by Martin Hall by a score of 2-0. 
Komecdmiiiy Run 
The Division of Intramural 
Programs would like to thank 
everyone who participated in the 
5.000 meter Homecoming Run. 
The winner in the overall male 
category was Douglas Bunk. 15:30. 
The overall female winner was 
Maria Pazarentos in 17:24. 
The alumni male categories were 
won by Samuel Cocherham and 
H.M. Yellins. 
The female alumni winner was 
Maria Pazarentos. 
Dating 
game 
planned 
By Sherry Kaf fenbarger 
Organizations editor 
The Kappa Delta's annual KD 
Dating Game is scheduled for 7 
p.m..Oct. 24 in the Grise Room of 
the Combs Building, according to 
Sherri Estes. a junior medical 
records major and a Kappa Delta 
pledge in charge of the activity. 
According to Estes and Annie 
Clark, the sorority's vice president 
and pledge trainer, the Kappa Delta 
Dating Game is an event planned 
and coordinated by the sorority's 
current pledge class. 
"It's gonna be set up just like the 
Dating Game on television," said 
Clark. 
Two contestants are chosen to 
represent each fraternity and 
sorority in the event. 
Stephanie Christine Hughes and 
Julie Bergdoll. Alpha Delta Pi 
representatives to the event agreed 
that they are both   "psyched" for 
KoufPnseparate games will be 
played as contestants question 
panel members of the opposite sex. 
Door prizes such as floral 
arrangements and food discounts 
will be awarded at the event, and 
restaurant passes will be given to 
contestants who become couples, 
Clark said. 
Names will be drawn to determine 
which people are grouped for each 
and ticketa will be sold in the grill 
Oct. 22-24 for $1.50. Tickets may 
also be obtained at the door on the 
night of the show. 
The money raised at the event will 
go toward helping the pedge class 
with its operating expenses. Estes 
said. 
Clark said their pledge class was 
putting a lot into the event and 
hoped many would turn out to 
participate. 
"It's worth going to and seeing 
reactions on both sides of the 
screen," she said. 
College Ring Sale 
Order Today! 
The Perfect Gift 
For Christmas 
^UNIVERSITY 
CENTER Of CAMPUS 
$30.00 
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« * 
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Alpha Nu aids 
older students 
By Walt Mayer 
Staff writer 
Alpha Nu, the Greek expression 
for 'a new beginning' is also the 
name for the Mature and Returning 
Students' Organization. 
The club serves the nontraditional 
student (ages 23 and up). 
The club's emergence at the 
university developed among a group 
of mature and re-entry students 
during the fall semester of 1981. 
According to the organization's 
sponsor, Charlotte Denny. Director 
of Student Special Services, 
approximately six students met 
periodically to discuss problems 
among nontraditional students. 
They also conducted a survey 
among other nontraditional 
students, and the questionnare 
results indicated the need to 
establish an outreach group that 
would serve as a common bond to 
older students encountering many 
similar experiences. 
Thus, the initiation of the Mature 
Soccer 
club 
wins 
L 
The university soccer club placed 
second in the state soccer 
tournament last Saturday in 
Louisville after being defeated by 
Transylvania University, 3-2 in 
overtime. 
Before losing to Transylvania, the 
and Re-entry Students' Association. 
Throughout Alpha Nu's three- 
year aajatajaat, the club has served 
primarily as a peer support group. 
The organization's membership is 
open to both part-time and full-time 
students, re-entering students, 
single and married students, single 
parents and commuters. 
According to Denny, the group's 
membership fluctuates between 25 
and 40. but she invites all qualified 
students to attend the club's 
activities. 
"An objective of recruiting 
additional members serves as a 
lucrative, ongoing thrust of our 
organizational operation," said 
Sonya Goff, the group's president. 
"On a campus-wide basis, 
indications of restive apathy 
pervade the extracurricular fabric of 
this institution, but we intend to 
overcome complacency and 
alienation among the older 
students," she said. 
Goff said she feels that 
companionship and mutual support 
are the main aspects that attract 
members to this group. 
Paul Sloan, a new member of the 
group, said being in such an 
organization enables the older 
student to become acquainted again 
with college life in a positive, 
productive setting. 
Members have participated in 
activities such as jazzercize during 
the summer, the Fall Festival and 
Spring Fling and a dance party with 
the university Folk Dancing Club. 
Members also hold pot-luck din- 
ners, picnics, field trips and compete 
in intramural competition. 
The dub does not solely exist as 
a social outlet, according to Goff. 
Religious club 
promotes faith 
to all students 
Progress photo/Charles Pendleton Casper s cartoon ^ 
Chuck Mastn. senior, and a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon poses as a Cen- 
tral Florida Knight while he rides the float created by the Pi Beta Phi sorority 
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. This float placed second in the category 
for originality. 
By Scott Mandl 
Staff writer 
At Cambridge University in 1877. 
a small group of Englishmen began 
meeting to study the Bible. Though 
their names are little remembered 
today, the resulting organization. 
Intervarsity, has established itself 
on over 800 college campuses 
nationwide. 
Initiated on the university's 
campus in 1969, Intervarsity has 
grown to its present membership of 
approximately 75 students. 
Jonathan Young, who shares the 
presidency of Intervarsity with last 
year's president, Brad Harlow, 
explained that the organization is 
built on five basis of faith: 1) the 
infallibility of the Bible; 2) the deity 
of Jesus Christ; 3) the power of 
Christ's death and resurrection; 4) 
the power of the Holy Spirit; 5) and 
the expectation of Christ's physical 
return to earth (the Second Coming). 
The university's chapter strives 
to incorporate these principles into 
all of its activities which, in turn are 
Campus clips 
Student Grotto 
T*,.   CVTT   o»..J-..»    <-■--.. flmf. 
them 2-1. according to team member 
Steve Lincoln, a junior from 
Louisville. 
"In the final game, it was close, 
so it could have gone either way," 
said Lincoln. 
He added that injuries plagued 
the team to complicate the game. 
"We were hoping for a victory, 
but placing second is bettor than 
losing completely," said Dan 
Robinette, the club's adviser and 
coach and a professor of theatre and 
speech at the university. 
The team's record stands at 6-4-1 
and three more games are schedul- 
ed ior the year. 
They play Aabury College on Oct. 
20 at Asbury. University of Ken- 
tucky on Oct. 24 at home and Miami 
University at a later date. 
for older students, and have 
provided car battery jumper service 
to stranded member motorists. 
Current plans of the club include 
obtaining a campus-based daycare 
center, realigning parking lot 
facilities for commuters in the 
Lancaster lot and coordinating 
babysitter service to members 
during club functions. 
Other activities which the club 
has planned include a Halloween 
Party 8 p.m. to midnight on Nov. 2. 
Students interested in becoming 
a member of this organization may 
attend the group's next general 
business meeting at 4:90 p.m. on 
Nov. 1 in the Powell Building 
Conference Room C. Babysitter 
service will be provided for family 
members in attendance. 
urn out mwg at 5 pun. on oci. tt 
in Moore room 127. 
There is a cave trip planned for 
the following weekend 
Anyone interested in spelunking 
is welcome to attend this meeting. 
No experience is needed. 
For more information, call Bob 
Faulkner at 4236. 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
Kappa Alpha Theta will hold a 
Halloween Dance from 9 p.m. to 1 
a.m. on Oct. 27 at the Armory. 
AH sorority and fraternity 
members are invited. 
Sorority members will also 
sponsor a roadblock on the comer of 
Lancaster and the Eastern Bypass 
during the entire day of Oct. 25. 
All proceeds from the events will 
be  donated  to  the   Institute of 
Logopedics, a school for the speech 
, .      .      . , 
Connie maxim m vivas 
Philosophy Club 
The Philosophy Club presents "Is 
Everything Possible?", by Dr. Ron 
Messerich of the university's 
Department of Philosophy and 
Religion. 
This lecture will be held at 7:30 
p.m. on Oct. 30 in the Clark Room 
of the Wallace Building. 
For more information, contact the 
Department of Philosophy and 
Re Upon at 1400. 
Members are encouraged to join 
the coed intramural volleyball team 
~-j  tn   attsnri   the  next  general 
designed to fulfill their purpose, 
according to Young, a senior 
majoring in mathematics. 
He said that Intervarsity uses 
evangelism, discipleship and 
missions in their ongoing effort to 
lead people to Christ. 
Someone who is "led to Christ" is 
one who admits he has inherent 
detrimental sin and therefore trusts 
that Jesus Christ cleansed him of 
sin when Christ dies on the cross. 
For this he vows to let Christ lead 
his life, through prayer and reading 
of the Bible. 
Young explained that 
Intervarsity has several 
components, designed to provide 
fellowship and learning and to 
promote Christian growth. 
Every Thursday night at 7, the 
group holds its " Aposteuo" meeting 
in the Powell building. Young said 
this meeting, which averages 45 
students. "Allows for Christian 
unity, a time of worship, spiritual 
feeding, and fellowship. ' 
"The meeting is for Christians 
and non-Chrstians," said Young. 
"It's an invitation." 
There are also four bible-study 
groups attended by five to 15 
students each. These focus more 
acutely on the Bible itself, and 
biblical relevance to students' lives. 
All four groups are coed. 
Intervarsity also attends several 
conferences and retreats each year 
and is presently in the process of 
nlnnnincr     to      nttAF>H  '  fi«»tr»n»1 
Alpha Nu 
- The Mature and Returning 
Students' Organization will hold a 
Halloween party from 8 p.m. to 
midnight on Nov. 2 at 606 Barnes 
Mill Road 1. 
Conference Koom C. A 
complimentary babysitter service 
will be provided for crab members. 
For more information, contact 
Sonya Goff at 2630. Charles Benson 
at 623-8356 or Janet A bell at 2417. 
Folk Dancing 
Anyone interested in joining the 
Folk Dancing Club is invited to 
attend the weekly dance instruction 
session held from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
every Thursday in Weaver 101. 
Dances are taught on a beginner's 
level and no previous dance 
experience is required. 
For further information, contact 
Dr. Jan LaForge at 2172, Charlotte 
Denny at 1500. Pam Hertzel at 4968 
or Carlotta Wilson at 3488. 
Young said fund-raising projects 
help finance students who-could not 
otherwise attend conferences. 
Young's said his goal for the 
group this year is to "make people 
know what God says without any 
denominational slants - the real 
truth." He said this might be 
achieved more efficiently if the 
various Christian ministries at the 
university will work together more, 
particularly through the Student 
Ministries Council. 
Concluded Young, "Our message 
is John 3:16 - 'For God so loved the 
world that he gave his only begotten 
Son that whoever believes in him 
shall not perish but have everlasting 
life." 
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Exhibit should 
excite patrons 
By Bob Herron ^—————^B^— 
Art. editor                              (>            . 
Student* visiting the exhibition in     K6VI£W 
the Giles Gallery will be in for a '  
shock aaaaafjBaafjBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaW'a 
The gallery is filled with art which 
takes no real concentration to 
interpret. 
Arts/Entertainment- 
* The new exhibition features the 
work of Michael Vanderbyl, an in- 
ternationally known graphic 
designer from San Francisco. 
Graphic designs include such 
things as corporate logos, posters 
announcing an event and just about 
anything else probably touched by 
a designer. 
Just because the designs are easy 
to understand doesn't mean they 
are in any way less than art, nor 
does the simplicity hurt them. 
The simplicity is what makes 
them work. 
According to Vanderbyl. if it 
takes more than one sentence to 
describe a design, then it is too com- 
plicated of an idea 
Many of Vanderbyl's designs are 
abstract, with some leaning to the 
surreal. 
Of the abstractions the very best 
is the logo for the California Conser- 
vation Corn., which is a arouo that 
helps protect the environment. 
According to Vanderbyl, be came 
up with the idea of using the bear 
because it is the symbol of Califor- 
nia, but since the group he was 
viewers at first, but after a couple 
of seconds the picture is clear. 
The other logo is one Vanderbyl 
did for a building firm in Oregon. 
Vanderbyl said the firm was 
building a subdivision in Chute, 
Ore., but because of the location of 
some swamps the contractors were 
afraid of killing of wild geese which 
nested there. 
According to Vanderbyl, the use 
of a duck as the subdivision's logo 
was appropiate since the contrac- 
tors decided to move the sub- 
division away from the marsh. 
Vanderbyl's posters especially 
deserve recognition. 
His poster '6X6', announces the 
lecture of six international ar- 
chitects talking about six post- 
modern projects. 
The poster uses a three dimen- 
sional effect and a colorful layout of 
geometric symbols for a play on the 
'6X6.' 
The 'space' posters too are in- 
teresting to the eye because the ob- 
jects within the poster seem to be 
floating in space. 
Another poster which is 
abstract announcement is Vander- 
byl's poster that he did for Califor- 
nia Public Radio 
Design is art 
of modern age 
says designer 
an 
Progress photo/Rex Boggs 
A poster designed by Michael Vanderbyl 
away, butin front of the mouth. The 
poster   is  stressing   hearing   and 
The piece involves a long bar with 
a curve in the middle. It is stretch 
speaking. 
TV.- —- -■• ;-• — 
ed across a five-lane highway. 
By Bob Herron 
Arta editor 
When a person sees what is 
known as a graphic design (a com- 
pany logo would be an example) he 
or she may be struck by its uni- 
queness, but would he consider it 
art? 
Although he chooses not to get in- 
to the argument between the fine 
arts and the graphic arts. Michael 
Vanderbyl. owner of Vanderbyl 
Design in San Francisco and the ex- 
hibiting artist in the Giles Gallery, 
is still struck by the tension bet- 
ween the fine and graphic arts. 
"There is not a rivalry between 
fine arts and graphic designers, but 
there seems to be a philosophy that 
graphic design is "commercial art," 
said Vanderbyl. 
According to Vanderbyl, who now 
teaches a class at the California Col- 
lege of Arts and Crafts, there is a 
feeling among the fine arts people at 
CCAC that graphic designers are 
sell-outs. But Vanderbyl says he 
does not feel that the fine arts com- 
munity at CCAC is representative 
of ail the fine arts. 
"I feel that design is the art of the 
20th century, because it is work that 
people live with. 
"One is not better than the other- 
-they just do things differently," he 
said. 
Vanderbvl said that h* finds il in- 
The simple abstraction will throw   «"H t nancies over the one ear and grupmcs. uut i...., buiilcid on Hie ar- chitectural aspect of graphic arts. park. 
■•>«« ™uuru3 ana 
Designer conducts seminar for class 
By Bob Herron 
Arts editor 
It is not every class that is given 
the opportunity to learn from so- 
meone, in person, who has had suc- 
cess in what he is planning a career 
in. 
But, this is what happened when 
Michael Vanderbyl, exhibiting ar- 
tist in the Giles Gallery, stayed over 
from the opening of his art exhibit 
and taught a seminar to a graphic 
design class taught by Betsy Kurz- 
inger, associate professor of art. 
The class was given a design pro- 
blem  by  Vanderbyl,   who   owns 
Vanderbyl Design located in San 
Francisco, and was given a full day 
to complete a poster, completing 
that problem. 
The problem Vanderbyl gave was 
to have the class design a poster an- 
nouncing the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art exhibition 
of "Furniture as Art." 
The class was given the problem 
in advance so it would have time to 
come up with ideas which it could 
present to Vanderbyl. 
He would then walk from work 
station to work station and examine 
each student's work, and talk to 
that student about his ideas or lack 
of them. 
Vanderbyl would then tell each 
student to take ideas and run with 
ihem or start all over. 
According to Ken Lay, junior ma- 
joring in design, the seminar is 
realistic to what a designer would be 
expected to do. 
"This is pretty much how it would 
go." said Lay. "We were presented 
with a problem with 'x' amount of 
space and told to take it and go." 
Lay said this assignment 
presented more problems than most 
because of more restrictions and 
they had to stay away from one par- 
ticular designer's chair. 
As Vanderbyl moved from table 
to table criticizing or complimenting 
each student's work, the mood of 
the day was expressed by Randy 
Buchnam. a sophomore working on 
his bachelor's of fine arts degree, 
when he said, "The best way for us 
to become better is to listen to the 
people up there and learn from 
them. 
At the end of the day the students 
hung their work on the wall and it 
was critiqed by both the class and 
Vanderbyl. 
past artists. 
"Before 160 to 200 years ago art, 
painting, sculpture was commission- 
ed. People were paid to do that." 
said Vanderbyl. 
"Leonardo Da Vinci did not do the 
Mona Lisa because he had an idea 
about this woman, but because he 
was hired to do a portrait," he said. 
"Whatever emphasis he could give 
it-his personal style or his personal 
concepts-he added to that work." 
According to Vanderbyl, design 
works much in the same way, but in- 
stead of being commissioned 
because somebody wants his face in 
the plaza, designers are commission- 
ed by corporations who want their 
trademark on the top of their 
building. 
Vanderbyl said when he went to 
school he took six semesters of art 
history, drawing, sculpture, 
ceramics and all of the fine arts. 
Vanderbyl 
According to Vanderbyl. none of 
the fine arts students had to take 
communication classes, such as 
symbology. color theory and learn- 
ing what communicates. 
"The thing to remember is that 
everything in this world has been 
touched by a designer including the 
car you drive, the clothes you wear 
and the plates you eat off of," he 
said. 
There is also some confusion 
about design and advertising, but 
according to Vanderbyl, design has 
lived a much longer life than 
advertising. 
designed crests for armor and peo- 
ple who designed flags. 
Vanderbyl did admit that even 
thbugh design is much older than 
advertisements it was advertising 
which caused the growth in design. 
"Advertising made design more 
evident, advertisement is mostly a 
short-term oriented," he said. "A 
headline is being written for a cam- 
paign or some products are coming 
out right at that time, graphic 
design is more long term oriented 
because of things like corporate.' 
identity." 
Vanderbyl said designers are 
working with day-to-day com- 
munication problems. 
"How do you design a sign that 
will tell a person who does not speak 
the language where the bathroom is. 
In reality these things seem mun- 
dane, but they seem to dictate the 
quality of life." he said. 
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Teacher 
chosen 
as artist 
to play 
By Debbie Patterson 
Staff writer 
When Roe Van Boakirk was a 
little boy. piaying the piano was one 
thing his parents never had to make 
him do. He gladly volunteered. 
Boskirk. an associate professor of 
music at the university, said he has 
been playing the piano since he was 
five years old. 
"Every time we visited friends 
who owned a piano I would try the 
piano, banging and composing little 
tunes at the keyboard. They would 
have to pry me off the keyboard 
every time we visited friends. 
"Also I enjoyed music very much. 
I listened to records and the radio 
from a very early age," said 
Boskirk. 
His early "banging" paid off. 
After studying music at Indiana 
University. Van Boskirk taught at 
the University of Alabama and 
Simpson College in Indianola, Iowa 
before coming to the university. 
This is his seventh year at the 
university and he teaches almost 
100 percent piano classes. 
In   addition   to  teaching.   Van 
Dr. Roe Van Boskirk chosen as music convention artist 
Boskirk also plays in the university 
Piano Trio with professor Lyle 
Wolfrom and Professor Alan 
Staples. 
Boskirk has recently been chosen 
as convention artist for the 
Kentucky Music Association 
Convention to be held here at the 
university on Oct. 20 through the 
Oct. 23. 
Siredominantly of piano teachers, a 
ew   voice  teachers   and   a   few 
teachers of other instruments. 
The host school has the privilege 
of selecting the artist for that 
particular year." said Van Boskirk. 
As a convention artist. Boskirk 
will perform in a recital Oct. 22 at 
8:15 pm in the G if ford Theater. 
Other activities of the convention 
According to Van Boskirk. the include  workshops,  lectures  and 
Kentucky Music Association is an other recitals, 
organization composed    When adked what his interests 
and hobbies are. Van Boskirk listed 
"keeping my apartment clean." 
Boskirk said he also enjoys travel 
and recently toured Europe. 
Many times he is able to combine 
his love of travel with his love of 
music. 
"I give recitals at other schools. 
For example, this month I'm 
playing at Kentucky State 
University. Cumberland College and 
Western Michigan University," he 
stud 
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Full moon will 
solve question 
Conference to be held at university 
i   .     ...v:— 
I awoke a little dazed by the sound 
that I had just heard. 
Camping can make someone who 
is used to staying at home uneasy 
anyway, but camping alone means 
it's just you. No one te> share your 
fears or anxiety with. 
The dry leaves, which still in- 
cessantly clung to the branches, 
made a rattling sound It was like 
a baby god was using this tree for 
that particular purpose, a rattle. 
The coals from my fire had died 
down, but the shadows cast on the 
side of the tent were eerie enough to 
make a body want to seek shelter 
outside. 
As I lay there for a few more 
minutes I once again heard the 
sound to which I had awakened. 
It was a soft grunting sound, 
much like a whisper, yet more like 
a chuckle. 
I rolled over in the tent and decid- 
ed to go out to see what sort of 
demon would awaken a kindly soul 
like myself. 
After putting my boots on, my 
sweater and my hat, I unzipped the 
tent and stepped into the autumn 
night. 
The full moon, red with vengeance 
dangled in the sky. The trees were 
still, yet a piece of wind knocked off 
my hat. 
I walked over to pick it up when 
I heard the roar. 
Using my position as if I were a 
sprinter in starting blocks I ran. 
I ran fast and hard, but I could 
here the monster's steps closing in 
on me. 
I was running in the direction of 
the road and my car, I knew that, 
but what kind of animal was behind 
me.       <3 . 
Stage Left 
Bob Herron 
wanted me out of tent, and it had 
succeeded. 
Up ahead I could see the 
streetlight and the place I had park- 
ed my car. 
One hundred yards away, and all 
of a sudden. I realized my an- 
tagonist's steps were no longer 
behind me. 
"He is circling me," I thought. 
But in my frightened state I kept 
moving toward the light. 
When I was 50 yards away from 
what I considered safety, I was 
knocked down by something large. 
This thing had leapt on me. 
It mostly batted me with its 
paws, but every now and then it 
would take a bite. 
I became so scared I began to feel 
myself to black out. Although I 
fought to stay conscious I lost the 
battle. 
But the last thing I saw before I 
went under was a cross dangling 
from a golden chain hanging around 
its neck. The last thing I heard, 
above the fight, was a rooster 
crowing. 
When I awoke in the hospital last 
week they were preparing rabies 
shots to jrive mo Thov wiMtli* ~»» 
performances and special lectures 
on aspects of music teaching will 
highlight the year's Kentucky 
Music Teacher's Association 
Convention. 
The university will be the site of 
the annual convention to be held 
Oct. 20-23. 
A concert by Benny Kim, a music 
clinic by Lynn Freaman Olson and 
a recital by Dr. Roe van Boskirk 
highlight the activities. 
The University Center Board is 
sponsoring the 21-year-old violinist 
Benny Kim. 
The concert will be at 8 p.m. on 
Oct. 20. 
General admission is S3 and 
university students will be admitted 
free 
Lynn Freeman Olson, a nationally 
known composer and author, will 
introduce new materials at his 
clinics. 
Clinics will be at 9 am. and 1:15 
p.m. in the Gifford Theater. 
The convention artist this year 
ieaiures a guest iiuai. nutu tlic ..... 
of the convention. This is quite an 
honor," said Rebecca Shock ley. 
professor of music and one of the 
organizers of the convention. 
The recital will be held at 8:15 
p.m., Oct. 22 in the Gifford Theater. 
There are other activities that will 
deal with using the skills that 
students have learned. 
State competitions in piano, 
strings, voice and brass will 
continue throughout the 
convention. 
Winners of the state competition 
go on to the regional southern 
division and then on the national 
level to be held in Michigan. 
College students, high school 
students and junior high students 
will participate in the competitions. 
Exhibits of teaching materials 
will be available for viewing in the 
Foster Building in room 212. 
According to Shockley, the 
convention also gives music 
teachers    an    opportunity    to 
scituul liuui ■ foi music bluuy win uu 
several topics of discussion," said 
Shockley. 
One of the special events for 
participating music students at the 
convention is the "monster bash", 
she said. 
About 80 high school students 
and 20 teachers will be led by 
conductor Richard Scott in the All- 
State piano ensemble concert. 
Twenty pianos will be moved into 
the Keen Johnson Ballroom for this 
extravaganza. 
Students are given their pieces 
before the convention in orer to 
prepare. 
According to Shockley, when all 
the parts are finally pieced together 
in the concert, the students have an 
opportunity to experience 
something that most music 
students never encounter. 
The "monster concert" begins at 
2 p.m. on Oct. 23 in the ballroom of 
the Keen Johnson Building. 
There will be a variety of lectures 
How to civilize 7a.m. 
mi .       ■ ■■ 
"','■.■'■'■ •*■ ■■'■■".• *» -^w 
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The schedule may be less than civilized, but you don't have to be. Try a 
warm cup of Cafe Francais. Smooth and creamy-light, if s a nicer way to 
meet the morning. And just one of seven deliciously different flavors 
from General Foods*    ■■■■■■■■^■■■■■■■■^■■■BBasfkaBaaasBaBBaaaaaas^BaaaBaafBasssassa 
International Coffees. ' 
GENERAL FOODS' INTERNATIONAL COFFEES. 
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR 
cGmraJFood.C<xporaMnlM4 
at 2:45 p.m. Oct. 22. 
"Brain Functions in Music 
Learning" will be discussed by 
Arthur Harvey at 9 a.m. Oct. 23 
also in Room 300 of the Foster 
Building. 
Other music concerts are also 
offered. 
A chamber music recital will 
begin at 2:45 p.m. in the Gifford 
Theater on Oct. 21. 
Approximately 200 teachers and 
100 students, from all over the 
state, are expected to attend the 
convention. 
^•'I really encourage private 
teachers to attend," said Shockley. 
According to Shockley, the 
convention is a good mean of finding 
out the latest and best materials 
and teaching techniques. 
Perhaps it is a large dog think- So I take the rabies shots, and 
ing you're playing," I thought to just in case, I also have my calen 
myself. dar marked so I will be ready for the 
No that couldn't be it. This animal next full moon. 
Exile to come to campus 
The musical group Exile will 
perform in concert at Alumni 
Coliseum on Oct. 29. 
The concert is a benefit concert 
for former lead singer of the group 
Jimmy Stokley who has been 
hospitalized in Richmond since 
July. 
Proceeds from the concert will go 
to help Stokley pay hospital bills 
which have climbed to $25,000. 
Stokley suffers from a liver 
disorder which was caused by a 
reoccuring bout with hepatitis. 
According to an article in the 
Lexington      Herald-Leader 
arrangements are being made to 
have a party the afternoon before 
the concert. 
Tickets for the concort are priced 
at $7.50 and $9.50 and can be pur- 
chased at the Coates Administra- 
tion Building. Recordamith and 
Disc Jockey records. 
All seats will be reserved. 
K
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MANAGEMENT 
Training Opportunities 
MALE — FEMALE 
WORK EXPERIENCE. . . 
BEFORE YOU GRADUATE 
One of Central Kentucky's Leading businesses Is 
accepting applications and scheduling appointments 
for campus Interviews. 
• Lexington McAlpin's. an affiliate of Mercantile Stores Com- 
pany. Inc. (NY), is looking for energetic, people-oriented, 
.elf-motivated achievers to progress into our management 
training program. 
• Lexington McAlpin's is seeking sophomores, juniors, and 
seniors to work part-time in order to learn the basic skills of 
our retailing philosophy. 
• We are offering the opportunity to be selected as a member 
of our buyer training program as an undergraduate. Related 
retail experience is helpful but not essential. 
Interested Individuals are encouraged to contact 
their Career Placement Office for a campus 
Interview on: 
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Colonels celebrate Homecoming with victory 
■H 
By Jay Carey 
Sports editor 
Victories on Homecoming Day 
are the sweetest victories of all; just 
ask   Colonel  football coach   Roy 
Kidd. 
"I'll tell ya, it sure is nice to win 
on Homecoming,"   he said. 
It was a big day for Kidd, as he 
had to rush off to his son's wedding 
after the game. 
It was a big day for the Colonels, 
too. 
They defeated Central Florida 
37-14. They dominated Central 
Florida, as the Colonels scored 37 
points on 403 total yards and gained 
22 first downs. 
Starting in his first collegiate 
football game, tailback Vince Scott 
gained a large percentage of those 
yards and first downs. 
Scott, a freshman from Pittsburg, 
gained 109 yards on 20 rushes and 
caught three passes for 42 more 
yards. 
"I though he ran good, I thought 
he followed his blockers good, and 
he certainly held onto the football,'' 
Kidd said. 
The coach said he had originally 
planned on red-shirting Scott this 
season, but due to the problems the 
Colonel running backs have had 
holding onto the football this 
season, he changed his mind. 
"It's too late now (to red-shirt 
him). 
"He did a good job.'' said the 
coach. "Our offense needed a spark, 
and I think Vince was that needed 
spark."     *, 
The only criticism Kidd had of Mis 
K»«*, io ».*!" »;"-;ag_qndjaayiition of 
While four of his five punts were 
inside the 10-yard line, three went 
out of bounds inside the seven, 
including one punt which bounced 
out of bounds at the Knights 1-yard 
line. 
"There's no doubt that that 
helped us because they started out 
once on the one. and he kept putting 
them in there deep.'' Kidd said. 
"Anytime you've gotta go 90 
yards - that's tough," he said. 
"You make the other team start 
four times inside their ten. believe 
me, that helps your defense and 
everybody. And if you hold them, 
then you get the great field 
position," he explained 
Following the Colonels' first 
score. Knight sophomore Ted 
Wilson returned Dale Dawson's 
ensuing kickoff 100 yards. Eugene 
Banks blocked the extra point 
attempt and the Colonels led 7-6. 
"I think what happened was they 
executed." Kidd said of the 
100-yard kickoff return. "Thev 
double teamed one of our kids. 
knocked him in and created a seam. 
He's just got great speed and 
busted it through there. 
"We have two safeties hoping 
that they can make the play, but I 'U 
tell ya. the kid outran us." 
Wilson, a 5-foot-8'/i. 157-pounder. 
played an important role in the 
Knights only other score of the 
game. 
Late in the third quarter after a 
42 yard Dawson field goal, UCF 
took over at their own 19-yard line 
with 2:41 left in the period. 
Senior quarterback Dana 
Thyhsen hit Wilson for a 41 yard 
gain, then went back to his favorite 
receiver for a 36 yard gain, putting 
the ball on the Colonel 4-yard line. 
Thyhsen threw for the 
touchdown, then hit Wilson for the 
two-point conversion, cutting the 
Colonel lead to 17-14. 
Quarterback Pat Smith scores touchdown 
'   tlH- 
said. 
"But you take a guy who has been 
fourth string and all of a sudden he's 
promoted to number one with just 
one week's practice -- his timing is 
gonna be off. 
"I have hopes that he'll even do 
better after getting the work and 
the timing of things." Kidd said. 
Scott distributed his yardage 
equally, gaining 53 yards in the first 
half, and 56 in the second. 
Scott will start Saturday 
afternoon at Western Kentucky. • 
"You can't?set'him on the bench 
after a game like this." Kidd said. 
'Hie Colonels had excellent lielu 
 :»:—   »l. „»,„„!   |h«, rfBv.  The 
Colonel dxivc was incur u» .- ■■•■ 
line. 
Good punting by fifth-year senior 
Steve Rowe and long returns by 
Tony James, the ColoneU' deep man 
on   punt   and   kickoff   returns 
contributed to the good field 
advantage. 
James returned five punts for 66 
yards and three kickoffs for 86 
yards, including a 55-yarder which 
set up the first of three, fourth- 
quartfy Colonel scores. 
After a staunch defense held UCF 
on three plays, James returns a 
42-yard punt 38 yards to Central 
FlwriilaiB*^****^"—■—■— 
"ToSV did a good job. he did what 
yards and three kickoris for bG 
yards. One of his kickoff returns 
was a 55 yarder. 
"He's   pretty   consistent   back 
there." he said. 
Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
James, who scored a 6-yard 
touchdown on the Colonels first 
drive of the day. also caught a 
47-yard, fourth-quarter touchdown 
pass from Pat Smith, and gained 27 
yards from the tailback position. 
Rowe, who averaged 41 yards per 
punt Saturday, nailed four punts 
inside the Central Florida 10-yard 
line. 
•"itniaiii ' V • fiH>i •; "r 'n " 
said Kidd. "WKye been working on 
We • Uoani    tO    lUCK    il " p<-•• 
where he'd kick it high and we'd try 
to get down there - it seems that 
Steve's got more confidence in 
kicking for the sidelines." 
Middle moves up, 
Colonels ranked 
By Jay Carey 
Sports editor 
National rankings, along with the 
Ohio Valley Conference standings 
were directly influenced by Middle 
Tennessee State's 19-16 victory 
over Murray State Saturday. 
The MTSU Blue Raiders, are now 
6-0 overall and 4-0 in the conference, 
while the Murray State Racers are 
_'' 1. in    ■ nlny    and    §  1 
overall. 
i n. I  ninn»n «re in  wilful iilmv 
Murray, was ranked fourth in last 
week's National Collegiate Athletic 
Association's Division 1-AA poll, 
but dropped to ninth after the loss 
to Middle. MSU has 44 points in 
this week's poll. 
The Blue Raiders jumped from 
the ninth to the fifth place spot in 
the nation, riding on the heels of the 
Murray victory and earned 62 
points. 
The Colonels received points in' 
last week's poll but were not 
included in the top 20. 
«<.,.,. i.. r>..i..„„j..- IT  •<  .,;,.!  
Cental   Florida,   thp  sqiind 
place with IU points. 
Indiana State has been the top 
choice in the nation all season, 
received 80 points. 
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Men's 
Cross 
Country 
win 
By M.R. Spinnler 
Guest writer 
Led by the one-two finish of Joe 
Walsh and Stephen Duffey, the 
university men's cross country team 
won the Berea Invitational last 
weekend. 
The Colonels won the invitational 
in the absence of Jay Hodge, the 
consistent front-running team 
captain, who was temporarily out 
with a foot injury. 
In the final team scores, the 
Colonels scored a near perfect 20 
points and easily outdistanced 
Northern Kentucky. 
NKU placed second in the eight 
team meat with 53 points, followed 
by Berea with 82 points. 
Morehead State University was 
fourth with 92 points, with Lincoln 
Memorial University in fifth with 
134 points. 
Georgetown scored 161. Asbury 
scored 190 and Kentucky State 
rounded out the competition wih 
224 points. 
Northern Kentucky's "Iron Men" 
took control of the race immediately 
leading a pack of Maroon clad 
runners through the the first mile, 
clocked at 4:50. 
By the second mile of the five mile 
race, a lead group containing Walsh, 
Duffey   and Colonel  teammates 
Orisie Bumpus, Craig Jackson and 
i\».~;~. ir&rfc-i— L_J .1-,-.*.. u&.~u_w 
College athletes 
play pro sports 
*~- ^' +~*'4 
Men's cross country team begins daily run 
covered the course in 25:54. 
Bumpus, a freshman, and 
Jackson followed Duffey closely and 
both finished under 26 minutes. 
Bumpus crossed the line in 25:58 
for fourth place while Jackson 
finished fifth with a time of 25 59 
Coach Rick Erdmann's team 
showed their depth by placing two 
other runners in the award winning 
top 15 places. 
Erdmann seemed most pleased by 
the team's effort. 
"They got out very fast and 
aggressive and never gave Northern 
a chance," he said of the Colonels 
only serious competition. 
"By far, this was the team's beet 
effort of the season and it should 
give us a positive attitude going 
into the OVC championships." 
Erdmann said. 
The Colonels will host the fail 
season OVC Championships at 
Arlington on Oct. 27. The women's 
5,000 meter race will begin at 9:45 
a.m. and the men's five mile run will 
start from behind the Mule Barn at 
10:15 a.m. 
The women's team was idle this 
weekend as they prepared for the 
University of Cincinnati 
Invitational to be held on Saturday. 
Colonels to face Hilltoppers 
fr«. frr.j      N'"" 
By Jay Carey 
Sports editor 
Saturday afternoon the Colonels 
will  play ' the  hosting Western 
Kentucky University Hilltoppers in 
Bowling   Green   in   the   annual 
• Thr <v>r--'~ ~.-J ♦'-" M-'"»«—--— 
WKU was 1-6 last year and the 
Colonels were 5-0 going into the 
showdown, one year ago to the day 
of Saturday's match. 
"They came up here last year with 
one win and tied us, after we had 
mZiA n~\-—i •- •»-- 
meters, was able to maintain the 
early fast pace and finished the race 
in 25:26, followed by Duffey. 
Duffey.  the   1984  Ohio Valley 
Conference 5,000 meter champion. 
jiiu carve pnryea j; urns, wttn tne 
Hilltoppers winning 32, the Colonels 
23; they have tied three times. 
One of those three ties came last 
year at Hanger Field in a 10-10 
match. 
. inc J-oioiiUo ate i Z ovfcrau ■.....■ 
season while the Hilltoppers are still 
after that elusive first victory of the 
season. But in this game, that 
doesn't matter. 
"You throw out all the records 
and everything when you play 
Western, it's a different football 
game." he said. 
"They'll be ready to play us. Their 
head coach was a graduate assistant 
coach here one year, that will even 
r» D-U-  •-    »i-- nnrvi • 
wilier rviuu 
"Stopping their passing attack," 
is the biggest problem Kidd 
foresees, because the Hilltoppers 
use "anywhere from 35 to 40 dif- 
ferent formations," he said. 
To begin where I left off last week. 
four Colonel baseballers completed 
successful minor league seasons this 
past summer. 
Last weak I mentioned Scott Karl, 
who was called up by the World 
Series Champion Detriot Tigers late 
in the season 
Speaking of the Tigers, a hats-off- 
salute needs be given to Sparky 
Anderson and his Tiger team. 
Sparky, an all-time favorite of 
mine, became the first manager to 
win the World Series representing 
both leagues. 
But to get back to the theme of 
this column, the three other 
Colonels currently in the minor 
leagues are all pitchers. 
Steve Engel, a Colonel fireballer 
from 1981-83. compiled a 11-7 
record with 153 strikeouts in 171 
innings for the Lodi Cubs of the 
Class A California league. Engel. a 
lefty, had a 2.68 earned run average 
(ERA) this summer. 
Gene Walter played for Colonel 
coach Jim Ward in 1981 and 1982: 
he was a reliever for the Beaumont 
Padres in the Class AA Texas 
Loams 
Walter appeared in 34 games, had 
a 7-3 record and earned nine saves. 
He struck out 71 batters in 53 
innings and had a 2.25 ERA. 
The third former Colonel pitcher. 
Jim Harkins, was also a reliever, but 
played for the Miami Padres of the 
Class A Florida State League. He 
played in 40 games, striking out 58 
Playing 
the   field 
Jay Carey 
batters in 87 innings and had a 4.47 
ERA. 
Harkins bridges the gap between 
baseball and basketball Colonels 
turned pro. as he played basketball 
at the university from 1980-82. 
James Baechtold, a university 
graduate in the Class of '49. was a 
National Basketball Rookie of the 
Year and played with the New York 
Nickerbockers in the 1950s. 
Baechtold is an instructor in the 
College of Health. Physical 
Education, Recreation Athletics, 
and was my academic advisor when 
I was an undeclared freshman. 
I'm sure there are many more 
professional athletes that used to be 
Colonels, and if I missed any I'm 
sorry, because it's due time we 
recognized the quality of our 
athletics at the university. 
A special thanks to Karl Park, 
sports information director and to 
his assistant, Jack Frost. 
Golfers finish third 
Hv Mil.* M~.~. 
Women's field hockey splits four games 
By Jay Carey 
Sports editor 
The  university's  field   hockey 
team won two games and dropped 
two games in the past week. 
Last week, the hockey squad 
traveled to Transylvania and 
defeated the Division III school 4-1, 
said coach Lynne Harvel. 
"We were able to generate a good 
attack," she said. " Basically, we 
were much stronger than them." 
Over the weekend, the field 
hockey team played Virginia Tech 
on astroturf and won 2-0 
Harvel said field hockey is a 
different game on astfbturf as 
compared to playing on natural 
grass. 
"When you play on astroturf the 
game is much, much faster," she 
said. "You get tired a lot quicker 
and we were in better condition. 
"The defense played real well, "she 
said. "And Shiban Devlin had her 
first shutout of the year," Harvel 
said of her goalie. 
On Saturday, the team played 
Radford College and lost 3-1. 
"We were able to generate an 
attack, but were not able to score 
the goals." Harvel said. 
Sunday, the Colonels played Duke 
University and lost 3-1. 
"Duke was a real strong team," 
she said. "We couldn't keep up with 
them. 
"We   were   in   both  of  those 
games, she said ot the back-to-back 
3-1 defeats. "We dominated in the 
first half and only trailed by one 
goal. But in the second half they 
kept playing on, and we didn't." 
The Colonels are now 6-9 on the 
year and have six games remaining 
on the schedule. 
Three of those games will be held 
this weekend as the team crosses 
the Mississippi River for games 
with Southwest Missouri, Southern 
Illinois and St. Louis. 
{Ji*v iicui ui tlttr uiiiveiaiiy 'a goif 
team placed third in the recent EKU 
Fall Classic held October 5-6 at 
Arlington Country Club, while the 
second half of the team finished 
12th in the field of 14 teams. 
The Colonels were divided into 
squads labeled maroon and white 
for the weekend. The white team, 
consisting of Bruce Oldendick, 
Danny Parrett, Mike Crowe, Don 
Richard, and Joe Greathouse. 
finished with a score of 895 for the 
54 hole tournament. 
The highest finishing team was 
Western Kentucky at 883. with 
Murray State second at 891. 
The university's maroon squad 
scored 928 in their 12th-place finish. 
Their members were Tom Klenke. 
Nick Montanaro, John Diana, Fred 
Mattingly, and Pete Gemmer. 
The participating schools 
finishing in fourth place and below 
-Mate and Louisville (tie), Austin 
Peay. James Madison, Tennessee 
State and Tennessee-Chattanooga 
(tie), Tennessee Tech, the 
university's maroon squad, 
EvansviUe and Morehead State. 
Steve Conley of Murray State 
produced the lowest individual score 
for the weekend at 214. Western's 
Eddie Carmichael was second with 
216. just ahead of Tracy Newman of 
James Madison at 217. 
Oldendick and Parrett tied as the 
university's best overall golfers, 
each posting a mark of 223 and 
tying three others for ninth place. 
The best finish from the maroon 
team came from Mattingly, tied for 
22nd place at 226. 
The other Colonel scores went as 
follows: Greathouse. 227 for 54 
holes; Crowe and Richard. 228 each; 
Montanaro, 230; Klenke. 233; 
Diana, 239; and Gemmer, 246. 
Buccaneer Drive-In 
U.S. 25 
Imagine 
what would happen 
if every passion 
locked inside us... 
suddenly exploded. 
The madness I inside us all. 
Admission ao» >«#•»« ■*>»»«>««««. t»g™ 
Thurs. $2.50 Per Carload 
Fri. & Sat. $2.50 Per Person 
THE COMEDY HIT YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR. 
STEVE LILY 
MARTIN   TOMLIN 
1
 ■— ■>*» »uwwMi'«'«•■ 
"'ALL OF ME IS A 
SLAPSTICK, HIPSTER 
HYBRID OF 'HEAVEN CAN 
WATT AND TOOTSIE.'" 
-•CM HaBW. PEOPLE MAGAZINE 
"Lily Tomlln gets laughs and 
poignancy from her character... 
and Steve Martin vaults to the 
top of the class with his brazen. 
precise performance." 
-■JstSJJ Cllfcl. TINE MAGAZINE 
"'All of MeV gags are funny, and 
they're executed by Steve Martin 
with a physical virtuosity 
worthy of Buster Keaton." 
- *Mt Kroa. NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE 
Towne Cinema 
Showtimes: 
7:30 and 9:15 
WM8§» ^ 
gs&Br 
Richmond Plasma Center 
Earn Extra Cash Donating Plasma 
$8-$ 10 Per Visit 
Help Two Good Causes- 
Yourself and Someone else 
New Location 
125 S. Third Street 624-9815 
fT\f\ir\   Struct 
. 
Introducing Sdkobrs^Soft Contact Lenses In Colors. 
Tlu\ K threw U>II uish MHI J hccti bum «it h Snfioiluri B\ GbaVniunCaic 
Vr. Marion Roberts 
Optometrist 
20 5 Vi Geri Lane 
Richmond, Kentucky 40475 
623-6643 
Sg&sses&e* 
LEXINGTON LOCATIONS 
1314 RUMII CIV* Road 
2tt So-thlaad Drlva 
Hlch-o-d. Ky. 
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Spiker 
comes 
off 
bench 
By Laura Strange 
Staff writer 
Junior Debbie Dingman from 
Stratford, Canada, is a catalyst for 
the women's volleyball team at the 
university, according to her coach. 
Dr. Geri Polvino 
"Debbie's versatile and she can 
play all positions on the court. She 
can really turn the game around to 
our advantage," said the coach. 
the three positions on the 
volleyball court are outside hitter, 
middle blocker and offhand hitter. 
"If I start, I usually play the 
position of outside hitter," said 
Dingman. 
She started at the position of 
outside hitter when one of the 
team's starters was injured. 
"Debbie filled in and she did really 
well," said Polvino. "Her versatility 
is very helpful." 
"She comes off the bench really 
strong," said freshman teammate 
Debbie Winkler. 
Also beneficial to the team is 
Dingman's age and experience. "We 
have a very young team and 
Debbie's age component helps us," 
said Polvino. 
"She gets us fired up. She U make 
a good play and get excited. That 
brings us up," said junior teammate 
Cathy Brett. p„l,.t_.   ...J   n 
Athletes must follow 
certain regulations 
Progress photo/Cathy Wolf 
Debbie Dingman spikes in practice 
.,„ „*»— 
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Dingman come up with the big play 
and often have a higher percentage 
of errors than other players. 
Dingman's best game for the 
university came against the 
University of Dayton this season. 
Her hitting percentage in this game 
was .400. 
"She also put the ball to the floor 
four times and no one even touched 
it. It was definitely her best attack. 
In this game she also made no errors 
and this was very significant." said 
Polvino. 
Even though the volleyball game 
was uppermost in Polvmo's mind, 
the most memorable game for 
Dingman was one in her native 
country Canada when her team won 
second place in national 
competition. 
"Volleyball players from all the 
high schools in the area formed a 
team   to  represent   the  city  of 
Stratford. Going that far in 
nationals is one thing I'll always 
remember," said Dingman. 
The freshman said she first began 
Involvement in her activities is 
important to Dingman, since she 
has more free time than a lot of 
students at the university. Because 
• rw»'« mn far fr«M., Qrrarfnrrl   uho nnlv 
"I like it, here, but i miss my 
family," she said. 
"You can tell she misses 
everyone. Her parents, sisters and 
friends came to visit and she just 
seemed to be more happier and 
of Stratford in the seventh and 
eighth grade. 
"I began playing seriously during 
my freshman year at Stratford Cen- 
tral Secondary School. I've been 
playing for seven years now," she 
said. 
During these seven years she has 
still retained her love for the sport. 
"I enjoy volleyball. It gives me a 
chance to meet a lot of people and 
travel to different places. 
"I enjoy playing because I am a 
very competitive person. Besides 
that, I can't imagine what I'd do 
with my free time if I didn't play 
volleyball," said Dingman. 
animated," said her coach. 
Even though she misses her 
family and friends, Dingman has no 
second thoughts about coming to 
the university. 
"It was quite by accident that I 
came here," said Dingman. 
Originally she had planned on 
going to a junior college in Florida 
that had been sending her offers to 
play volleyball. 
(fiitmg mut net  menu 3 siaiur wno 
was being recruited by the 
volleyball team. 
Dingman decided to try out for 
the team also and "the coaches were 
impressed," said Dingman. 
"I was also impressed with 
Eastern's volleyball program, and I 
wanted to attend a college that had 
a four-year program for my major, 
so I chose Eastern. 
"I like it here a lot," she said. 
She said she doesn't see much of 
a difference between Stratford and 
Richmond, but "the people here are 
friendlier." she said. 
Dingman is majoring in 
elementary education. She plans on 
going back to Canada after 
graduating and attending school for 
a year there in order to obtain a 
teaching certificate in Canada. 
"As far as volleyball is concerned, 
I would like to coach a high school 
program. That's sort of secondary, 
though," she explained. 
By Scott Mandl 
Staff writer 
Probably most people know that 
a player can't cross the line of scrim- 
mage before the ball is snapped in 
football. Neither can a basketball 
player run the ball down the floor 
without dribbling. 
These are rules by which athletes 
must abide during competition. 
Unlike a student playing 
intramurals, in ter-collegiate athletes 
cannot leave the rules behind when 
he or she steps off the field of play. 
Though they vary from sport to 
sport, each coach has devised rules 
of conduct and discipline designed 
to promote the image and behavior 
moat conducive to a successful 
program. 
The coaches of the mens' football, 
basketball and baseball and the 
womens' basketball, volleyball and 
field hockey teams were interviewed 
to find out the rules which are 
imposed on athletes beyond those 
which they would normally 
encounter as students at the 
university. 
"I think as a population they have 
more rigid requirements both as 
students and athletes," said Dr. 
Geri Polvino, who is entering her 
19th season as the women's 
volleyball coach. 
While every student at the 
university must achieve a minimum 
grade point average depending on 
their class, most athletes must also 
attend study - sessions to help 
maintain their grades. 
Generally, all freshman are 
required to attend a study table 
required to attend it their 
accumalative grade point average 
falls below a 2.0. 
The coaches interviewed said they 
viewed missing a study table the 
same as missing class or practice. 
While most of the women on 
coach Dianne Murphy's basketball 
team establish a grade point 
average higher than 2.0 in their first 
year, she tries to assess each player 
on an individual basis. Murphy said 
she was still requiring one of her 
players to attend study table even 
though that player earned a 3.5 
tirade point average last spring. 
Most players must also run extra 
sprints in practice each time they 
miss class. While the regular univer- 
sity student can miss seven classes 
before facing consequences, most of 
the coaches said that an athlete 
would be suspended indefinitely 
from playing after the fifth absence 
from any class. 
While  some  coaches  such   as 
Polvino did not have written rules 
regarding the athletes' behavior, 
each said their players know they 
are expected to behave, at all times, 
in a manner which does not com- 
promise the integrity of the team or 
the university. 
"We are in the public eye," said 
men's basketball coach Max Good 
of bis players."We have to provide 
a• better public image than the 
average student." 
The coaches were in agreement on 
the negative effects of public 
drunkenness, rudeness and the like, 
and each said the players were in- 
formed about the necessity of 
avoiding such behavior. 
While "getting drunk" was frown- 
ed upon by coaches for image- 
related reasons, the consumption of 
any alcohol by athletes during the 
season was seen as detrimental to 
the players' physical performance. 
For this reason, each of the 
coaches said they forbid the con- 
sumption of alcohol, the use of un- 
prescribed drugs and smoking. 
Physical performance was also 
the reason the coaches established 
curfews on nights preceding games. 
Football coach Roy Kidd said that 
curfew for his players is at 10:30 
p.m. and "lights-out" is at 11 p.m. 
However, this is only is effect on 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 
nights. 
Kidd said he had a curfew seven 
nights a week when he first arrived. 
'They get four nights out of seven 
with no curfew now," he said. "I 
think that's pretty fair." 
The  other  coaches  said   that 
The way an athlete dresses, on 
and off campus, was seen as impor- 
tant to each of the coaches and all 
had expectations of their players 
with regard to the wearing of 
uniforms. Many also require that 
the athletes dress well at all times. 
For instance. Good requires that 
his players not wear hats in class or 
in the cafeteria. 
Baseball coach Jim Ward also re- 
quires that his players be clean- 
shaven every morning whether they 
have a game or not. 
Said Murphy, "If they take pride 
in their appearance, in their class at- 
tendance, in their practice...then we 
feel they'll have common goals." 
The coaches differed somewhat on 
the rights of the athlete with regard 
to the number of expectations and 
regulations placed on him or her. 
'We're not asking anything 
unrealistic from Division I 
athletes," said Murphy. "Discipline 
is not just something you do on a 
basketball court, it's something you 
do in every aspect." 
Polvino, however, questioned the 
extent that coaches should control 
their players lives at college. 
"The right of an athlete. I think, 
is sometimes jeopardized.'' she said. 
"You must balance it with then 
rights, "she said of team discipline. 
To provide an atmosphere which 
promotes self-regulation, Polvino 
said she tries to focus on expecta- 
tions rather than rules. 
Whether in mens' or womens' 
athletic programs, the coaches 
agreed that they were interested in 
instilling a feeling of pride and that 
the discipline involved in meeting 
regulations helped develop that 
pride. 
And while the move is on to gain 
a parity between the treatment of 
men's and womens' athletics, their 
was one rule that Polvino said she 
would not adopt. 
"We won't have a clean-shaven 
rule," said the coach, grinning. 
Women's 
tennis 
loses 
The university's number-one 
doubjes team lost its first match of 
the season last week as More head 
State swept the Lady Colonels 9-0. 
According   to   coach   Sandra 
Valley Conference champions. 
Claudia Porras and Kristi 
Spangenberg lost to Helen Curtis 
and Jackie Birch 6-4, 5-7. 6-7, and 
lost the tie breaker 10-8, and are 
now 7-1 on the year. 
She said the whole team "played 
better than I 've seen them play all 
year, but just couldn't get that win- 
ning point." 
In number-one seeded singles 
play, Porras lost to Angela Longo. 
1-6, 1-6. 
At the number two spot 
Spangenberg lost to Curtis 6-7, 2-6. 
In the third-ranked singles. Laura 
Hesselbrock lost to Vanessa Adams 
in three sets, Martin said. 
Jeannie Waldron lost to Kelly 
Scutari 4-6. 3-6 and Beckie Mark 
lost to Niki Moore. 3-6. 1-6. Kim 
Carson lost the sixth-seeded singles 
to Pamela Reeves. 
The Colonels also lost the second 
and third seeded doubles matches. 
John T's 
Moped Rentals 
Corner of Water & 3rd 
623-2289 
i $2.00 OFF COUPON i 
J ON DAILY RENTALS J 
i.......-.--.-.i 
!   V3 OFF COUPON   J 
ON WEDNESDAY 
$2.00 OFF COUPON 
REGULAR $9.00 GALS & $10.00 GUYS 
- scvi.es 
WILMA WITT 
MARTHA SCOTT 
CAROLYN HALL 
CORRINA TAYLOR 
LINDA KELLY 
PAM RILEY 
LINDA MIZE 
PHYLLIS MILLION 
OWNER 
EVENING APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE 
COLLEGE PARK SHOPPING CENTFR/623 6191 
Little CaesatSoffersErec Pizza; 
and a whole lot more! 
Wfe have Pizza by the 
slice. Crazy Bread", 
Greek Salad. Tossed Salad. 
Antipaslo, and of course, 
great tasting Pizza. And, you've 
also got your choice of four deli 
cious Caesars Sandwiches.'" There's 
Ham and Cheese, our 
tasty Tuna, garden-fresh 
Vegetanan and our very 
own  special  Italian   Served 
hot or cold. And Little Caesars is 
ready when you are    . fast service 
from 11 a.m. That means no waiting 
and no delay 
623-0771 
S39 Mahaffey Drive 
Next to Taco Tlco 
Open Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m. to 1 a.m., Friday * Saturday 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
■Buy any ataa original round plan ami an the Ideattca. pUaa FKE£> 
COUPON COUPON 
order of fresh baked Cnuy Bread " 
wtth (he purchase of any large Ptxia' 
When ordering pizza, please request Crazy Bread" 
at the same time Ofer vabd with coupon 
at participating Locations Carry out only 
jtM Mal*l* Or*.(£i>SB»)  
I M..1 ». Tee, Tic. KM**—II- 
FREE PIZZA! 
Buy any elze LMtic Cmn original round pizza. 
al regular price Get (he Identical pizza FREE 
with (his coupon 
1*21-0771 
I tat Mahafley Drive 
Mait «o Tace Tlco 
(£A£) 
tat*** u.ii-a4 
ATHIN LINE 
SEPARATES 
LOVE 
FROM HATE, 
SUCCESS 
FROM FAILURE, 
LIFE FROM 
DEATH. 
A LINE AS 
DIFFICULT 
TO WALK 
ASA 
RAZOR'S EDGE. 
RAZORS EDGE 
THE STORY OF ONE MANS SEARCH 
FOR HIMSELF. 
COLUMBIA PKTTRESpitEStvrs 
A.MARCUCCICOHEN-BENN PRODI CltON A JOHN BYRI'M HIM 
BILL MURRAY 
"THE RAZORS EDGE-BASED ON THE CLASSIC NOVEL BY W SOMERSET MAUGHAM 
THERESA RLSSEU-CATHERINE HICKS 1DLNHOLM EUJO.T AS I NCI .F PI fTnT AND JAMES REACH 
-SJACKNITZSCHE—-SJOHN BYRI'M & Bill MURRAY UKKIROB COHEN 
--iy ROBERT P MARCUCCI AND HARRY BENN "   I JOHN BYRUM i-m B&aBBBffi awrf»aw»e» 
OPENS OCTOBER 19 
' 
Dorm programs 
Safety lectures given 
By Jam. 
Staff wriUr 
The Division of Public Safety 
does MMCll more than issue parking 
tickets, according to Wynn Walker, 
assistant director public safety. 
Walker said often students only 
see the campus police giving out 
parking citations. 
"That's one of the major problems 
of campus police. Students perceive 
officer as doing nothing but putting 
tickets on cars," he said. 
Although traffic enforcement is a 
necessary part of public safety, said 
Walker, is it only a small part of the 
functions of the division. 
Public safety works with the 
students via special programs 
instead of working against the 
student, he said. 
One such program is rape 
. prevention, conducted by Sergeant 
Cindy Hale. 
Hale said she had just recently 
finished presenting the program at 
all the female dormitories and will 
next speak to sororities that have 
requested a presentation. 
She said the film/lecture analyzes 
the criminal act and explains how 
the campus police will be involved 
with the victim in solving the crime. 
"Rape is not an aggressive form 
of sex but a sexual form of 
aggression," said Hale. 
Hale said according to FBI 
statistics only two out of 10 rapes 
are ever reported. 
"I would agree to those figures 
due to the fact of the information I 
receive from different people on 
campus who report that their friend 
was raped," she said. 
Also, the victim often needs help 
in dealing with the trauma of the 
rape and the campus police can 
assist in recommending counseling 
services, ahe said. 
Along with providing student 
safety programs, public safety 
offers information on student rights 
and helps in property identification. 
Walker said he conducts a 
constitutional rights program that 
explains the rights the students 
have and the authority campus 
police have. 
The program is onereo upon 
request by the resident assistants, 
according to Walker. 
He said he prefers an open two- 
way discussion in which he first 
explains under what situations 
students' rooms and vehicles can be 
searched and when students must 
be Riven their rights. 
"X lot of people think that any 
time an officer arrests them or talks 
to them that the officer has to give 
them their rights," said Walker. 
"That's not true. You only give 
rights when you tend to ask 
questions that tend to cause the 
person to make confessions against 
their own well-being," said Walker. 
Walker said officers are not 
required by law to give a person his 
or her rights if the officer asks for 
only identification or if the officer 
observes drunkenness and makes an 
arrest and does not ask 
incriminating questions. 
He said the program informs the 
student of what he or she can expect 
from officers so as to try to 
eliminate confusion. 
Walker said he prefers an informal 
discussion to promote 
communication and will answer 
whatever questions the students 
have. 
Also. Walker said public safety 
has an engraving program for 
property security. 
Engravers are provided so that 
students can engrave and list their 
property with records to be kept by 
public safety, according to Walker. 
In addition, officers will also come 
to a student's room to do the 
en<rra vins. 
Although the engraving program 
is not verbal communication, it 
helps the students see the officers Scrub time 
in a different light other than the 
officers putting parking tickets on 
cars, said Walker. 
Krogress photo/Sean Elkins 
Boyd Webb, a university maintenance worker, throws water onto the front 
of Mattox Hall to remove weather deposits from the brick near the roof. 
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Therapy 
week 
set 
Progress Staff Report 
Sunday will begin the first day of 
Kentucky Occupational Therapy 
AwarenesS Week. 
The week is scheduled for Oct. 21 
through Oct. 27 and will observed 
by the university's occupational 
therapy club. 
"We will be hanging up flyers. 
We've made a banner for the chapel 
area. We've asked area merchants 
to mention us on their marquees. 
And we will have s display in our 
department (located on the first 
floor of the Wallace Building.)" said 
Mylinda King, public relations 
chairman of Student Occupational 
Therapy Association. 
According to King, Uov. Martha 
Layne Collins has signed a pro- 
clamation supporting the week. 
"We would like to get the idee 
across of whst occupation therapy 
is," said King. 
King said each state holds the 
week at a time convenient to them 
and the university is the only 
university in the state to hsve such 
an occupational therapy program. 
An occupational therapist is so- 
meone who helps s person make an 
adjustment in his daily workdays, 
to help him adjust or cope. 
Volleyball team wins weekend tournament 
ana convince ncr to mc a report. 
"The first step in prevention is 
realizing that you can be a victim," 
she said. 
Hale said tha being aware of one's 
surroundings when alone is one of 
die most important defenses. 
The university also provides a 
shuttle bus service which runs from 
6 p.m. to 2 a.m. for the safety of 
females out in the late hours. 
However, if a student is raped. 
Hale said it is important for her to 
contact the campus police as soon 
as possible so that certain evidence 
gathering techniques can be done to 
aid in the apprehension of the rapist 
By Mike Ms 
Staff writer 
mono, the Ohio Valley 
Conference's mid-season 
tournament. 
The Lady Colonels have a spotless 
conference record. 
The mid season event matches a 
school in one division with all the 
conference schools of another. 
Since Dr. Geri Potvino's team 
shares the North Division with 
Akron, Mot aha ad and Youngstown, 
the Lady Colonels took on Middle 
Tennessee, Tennessee Tech, Austin 
Peay and Murray, all of whom make 
up the South Division. 
This Is the only time the Colonels 
play the- Sooth Division teams 
during the regular season. 
The  spikers   first  match   was 
Friday against Middle Tennessee. 
team this weekend in three games 
except for Tennessee Tech. 
The Golden Eagles won the first 
game, but lost the match by scores 
of 11-15, 17-16. 16-10. 16-10. 
All statistics point to this match 
being the university's toughest of 
the weekend, Polvino said. 
On Saturday, the Lady Colonels 
won 16-7,16-9. and 15-6 over Austin 
Pesy. They followed that with an 
easy win over Murrey State, 16-5, 
15-3. and 16-3. 
The Colonels finished the weeKena 
with a hitting percentage of .363, 
substantially  better   than, their 
season  average  which   was  .168 
before last weekend's matches, said 
Polvino. 
The victories brought the Lady 
ivi HI ai ytuM in LUC i\oitn Division 
over Akron. 
Pol vino's squad has the best mark 
in the entire conference, she said. 
Tennessee Tech holds the lead in the 
South Division. 
The conference championships 
will be held Nov. 16 at 
Murfree8boro, Tenn. 
One Lady Colonel, the lone senior 
on the team, was named to the All- 
Tournament team last weekend. 
Charlotte Gillespie, a 5-11 senior 
setter, committed just five errors in 
the four matches, and was 
acclaimed by Polvino for her 
leadership role as the team's 
"quarterback." 
Although Gillespie was the only 
all-tourney player, Polvino also 
nmiiwH iunior Lisa Tecca for her 
la iJUition, sns commenacu 
Debbie Dingman, another junior, 
who made only three errors in the 
match with Tennessee Tech, and 
sophomore Angela Boykins, who 
Polvino said played well in both the 
front and back rows. 
The Colonels will host North 
Division opponents Youngs town, 
Morehead, and Akron Friday and 
Saturday in a quad meet that ends 
the conference regular sason play. 
Following the tourney, Polvino 
said the Lady Colonels will play 
regional opponents, primarily from 
the  Atlantic  Coast   and   Metro 
conferences. 
The North Division won 12 of the 
16 matches over the weekend and 
th» rninn»i. wt «n w !»»• - - » 
rhile games and lost one apiece, 
Youngatown State was 2-2. 
In the South Division, Te 
Tech was 3-1 on the weekend, while 
Austin Peay was the only other 
South Division team to win a match. 
Au.stin Peay waa 1-3 on the 
weekend, while Middle Tennessee 
and Murray State were 0-4. 
Polvino's squad, riding an eight 
game win streak, are now 14-8 on. 
the   year   and   are   7-0   in   the 
conference. 
The Lady Colonel's are 8-2 at 
homo at Weaver Gym, losing only 
to South Eastern Conference 
powers Kentucky and Tennessee, 
and are 6-6 on the road. 
FOR SALE: 1976 Cimmatti 
moped. Good condition. lOOmpg. 
623-6159. 
******************** 
ALL   POSTERS   half   off. 
Creative Arts by Sherri. Lower 
level of University S/C. 
******************** 
FOR SALE: 1971'V.W. very 
dependable. $600. 624-0893 - 
LATE! 
r******************** 
FOR SALE Puch 10 speed bicy- 
cle, excellent condition. S275. 
retail, $159. sale price. Johnson 
Diamond Exchange, (next to 
Druthers). 623-4515. 
******************** 
LOST: gents "Citizen" watch. 
Please return to Pat. 4363. 
REWARD! 
********************  ******************** 
TYPING SERVICE - Call Judie 
Lucas at 622-1210 daily or 
623-0615 evenings. Reference* 
furnished. 
******************** 
STOP DREAMING! You can 
work in notion pictures. Call 
805487-6000, Ext. F-4673. 
********************< 
GOVERNMENT JOBS - 
$16,559 - $50,553/year. Now hir- 
ing. Your ana. Call 8064874000, 
Ext. R-2000. 
»*******************< 
la R true yon can buy jeeps for 
$44 through the U.S. Govern- 
ment? Get the facts today! Call 
1-312-742-1142, Ext. 2553. 
Rent a Halloween costume. Vee 
Ann's, 226 E. Main. 
* *******************i 
Try our beauty salon. We're 
GREAT! Vee Ann's New Yon. 
226 E. Main. 6234096. 
********************* 
Try our Whirlpool and Steam. 
It's relaxing. Vee Ann's New 
You Beauty Salon. 623-0096. 
►*******************! 
YES! We do pierce ears. Vee 
Ann's New You Beauty Salon. 
6234096. 
******************** 
COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS! 
Harvard. Yale, Princeton, Dart- 
mouth. Boston College, USC 
UCLA, Stanford. Notre Dr> nr 
others. $15 each postpaid. 1C day 
delivery quaranteed. Box 317, 
Brookhaven, MS 39801. CODs, 
VISA/MC call 1-601-836-1085. 
S.M.L.XL. SWeatshlrts 
manufactured by Russell. 
The Eastern 
classified ads oaly with < 
payment. Bate $1.00 par 10 
word*. For information call 
622-1872. 
CASH - We Buy or Loan Money 
On Gold, Diamonds, TV's, 
Guns, Movie Projectors, Elec- 
tric Typewriters, Binoculars, 
Power Tools, Sewing Machines, 
Guitars, Class Rings, Etc. 
Johnson Diamond Exchange, 
717 Big Hill Ave. - [Next to 
Druthers] 6234635. 
********************* 
SKI FOR LESS! Sunchaae 
Toon winter "Break From The 
Books" to Steamboat for a week 
from $144. HURRY call Sun 
chase Toon toll free for more in- 
formation 1-800421-5911. local 
(SOS) 4934703 or contact a Sun- 
chaae Campus representative or 
yonr local Travel Agency 
TODAY! 
•*******************< 
REWARD • Free trip to 
Daytoaa plaa commission 
money. WANTED: Organised 
graap or lashStdiial to promote 
the No.l Spring Break trip to 
Daytona. If you are interested 
mow reward Call (414 7814455 
or 1400-463-9074 immediately! 
Or writs DESIGNERS of 
Travel, N.48 W. 1SSS4 W. 
Hampton Ave., Menomoaee 
Falls, WI 53051. 
PIEDMONTS 50% OFF COLLEGE FARE. 
Face it.your learning years are not your prime earning 
years. But don't let that stop you from moving off campus. 
Through February 28,1985, you can fly anywhere 
Piedmont flies for half fare.lb LA and New\brk. And to all 
kinds of hot spots and hometowns in between. 
What's the catch?WelLvou must be under26 and have 
a valid student ID. Read the fine print below for restrictions. 
Piedmont s 50% OfTCollege Fare More proof that our 
commitment to higher education is not just a lofty ideal. 
Non-refundable, round-tup tiekas must be (>urchased at least se\<en days before mad. Nbt auulable all day Fndity in 
"Sunday after 1 -on pm. Holiday tnnvl restrictions apply. Call your trawl agent or us at i-8oo-zsi-v--** 
J I 
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Student work 
shows on TV 
By Don Low* 
Managing editor 
Visions, a laboratory project of 
the university's mass 
communicatins   department,   will 
begin its second season this Sunday. 
The video magazine show which 
focuses on soft news features will air 
at 11:30 a.m. on Oct. 21 on 
Lexington television Channel 36 
(WTVQ). 
The show is completely produced 
by university students who enroll in 
Dr. Dean Cannon's RTV 425 class. 
Cannon said the class is electronic 
field production and is designed to 
give students practical experience in 
that area. 
"The students actually do all the 
writing, producing, videotaping and 
editing right here with our own 
facilties," said Cannon. 
The class currently has 20 
students who work with five 
portable Panasonic camera systems 
and two Sony three-quarter inch 
video cassette editing systems. 
Cannon said the show is entering 
its second season this month and 
will run once a month until the end 
of the semester. 
"Each semester the class will do 
three shows," he said. "And at the 
end of next year there will be three 
shows produced entirely by 
individual students." 
Cannon said he has three students 
who will each individually produce 
one entire show. 
Those students are broadcasting 
majors Jim Barber, David Andrew 
to   be  produced   by   university 
students as well. 
He said the show would also be 
aired on Channel 36 and would 
probably air sometime after 
Thanksgiving but definitely before 
the end of the semester. 
Vitiona only has a $200 travel 
budget, according to Cannon. 
The rest of the supplies are paid 
for by the students. 
"Each student must buy a 
minimum of two video cassettes 
each," he said. "For the rest of the 
tapes we need, we go to the 
department which has a lot of video 
cassettes for this purpose." 
According to Cannon, the class is 
a real learning experience for the 
students. 
"Most of them didn't have any 
experience in this type of situation," 
he said. "They spent the first part 
of this semester learning how to use 
the cameras and the editing 
equipment. 
"They've managed and now they 
can run the cameras and edit and 
put the show together." 
The class requires that each 
student put together three video 
feature stories during the semester. 
Cannon said while putting 
together each show, the class judges 
a total of seven stories and chooses 
six to air. 
He also said many students who 
have taken the class were later hired 
.in the television production field. 
"Out of last year's classes, nine 
kids   got   jobs   in   television 
Brad Brian, left, and Amy Brown tape TV show 
Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
classes and it also allows them to 
prepare a demonstration tape which 
they must have for job interviews.'' 
The hosts 
Senior broadcasting major Amy 
Brown from Louisville agrees with 
Cannon on this point. 
"It is excellent in giving you 
practical experience both in front of 
the camera and in the production 
area as well," said Brown. 
Brown shares co-hosting duties 
for the show with Brad Brian, also 
a senior broadcasting major from 
Louisville. 
Brown said she spends a lot of 
time working on the show 
the editing suite." 
Brown prepares for her host 
duties by looking over her script and 
asking for help. 
"We get the script the day before 
we produce the show at the 
televison station," she said. "I just 
look over it and I pray that the Lord 
will help me do my best." 
Brian, on the other hand, works 
with confidence from within. 
"The talent is the easy part," he 
said. "You just look over your script 
and remember that you can't be 
nervous. 
"I like doing it so I think it's 
easy." 
doing," he said. "We have lots of 
faults and we make mistakes but 
we're definitely learning." 
Brian said the actual amount of 
time spent working on the show is 
really hard to pinpoint. 
"My group probably spends 
about 20 hours on one three minute 
piece," he said. "We had to re-do all 
of the shots and that took a lot of 
timei" 
Overall, Brian says he feels the 
class helps broadcasting students 
round out their education. 
"Basically what we're doing re- 
quires that we know all the things 
_.. i JI_'-- ••    . • •• r 
Dean's 
job 
opens 
Progress staff report 
The university is currently accep- 
ting applications for the position of 
temporary dean of the graduate 
school. 
Dr. Charles Gibson, who is the 
present dean, will retire Jan. 1,1985. 
In the search for a temporary 
dean of graduate school, there have 
been several responses since the 
notices went out a little over a week 
ago- 
According to Dr. John D. 
Hewlett, vice president of Academic 
Affairs and Research, the period for 
acting dean will be Jan. 1. 1985 
through June 30, 1985. 
The acting dean will take over the 
position when Gibson, currently 
dean of graduate studies, enters the 
university's early retirement 
program. 
The search will be conducted by 
Rowlett and a committee that has 
yet to be appointed. 
Rowlett said a temporary dean is 
being used because the process of 
recruiting will take longer than the 
time before Gibson's retirement. 
According to Rowlett, there will 
be a separate process for the dean- 
ship and he will also chair that com- 
mittee, but the criteria for both ac- 
ting dean and dean will be the same. 
That criteria requires the ap- 
plicants for acting dean to be a cur- 
rent member of the faculty in- 
cluding academic administrative 
personnel, a terminal degree, ex- 
perience in teaching graduate level 
courses and recent experience in 
.. 
already Dcgun troTC »n uu UoWK 
Cannon  also said  he hopes to 
begin a one half-hour comedy show 
News 
capsule 
Blood drive set 
The Baccalaureate Student 
Nurses' Association and the 
American Red Cross will be 
conducting its fall Bloodmobile visit 
on campus from noon to 5 p.m. on 
Oct. 30 and 31 in the Keen Johnson 
Building. 
All faculty and staff members are 
encouraged to donate. 
To help meet the need for blood in 
the BSNA service area, the group is 
asking that campus organizations 
support in the recruitment of blood 
donors. 
A plaque will be presented to the 
organizations with the highest 
number of members who donate 
blood at the bloodmobile. Members 
may sign in when they donate blood. 
For more information, contact 
Lori Clark at 5334. 
Health care 
Dr. John G. Todd, the Assistant 
Surgeon General, Chief Sanitarian 
of the U.S. Public Health Service 
and Acting Deputy Director of the 
Indian Health Service, will visit the 
university on Oct. 22 to meet with 
students and faculty. 
He will discuss the role of the 
professional sanitarian and 
Environmental Health Services as 
it relates to delivering health care 
and services to the American 
Indians and Alaskan natives. 
Further information can be 
obtained by visiting the 
Environmental Health Science 
Department in Rowlett 145 or 
calling the office at 1939. 
WRITING 
BLOCK? 
RESEARCH CATALOG 
Our Catalog contain! detailed deecrtptione of 
14.278 rmaarcn papers A virtual library o) 
information at your (ingertipe Laf tnrt valuable 
educational aid eerve you throughout your 
college years Our paper* are time-proven 
winner* Footnote and txMtographic pagaa are 
included at no extra coat Ordering a research 
paper is at easy a* ptc«lng-up your phone 
■iiiiali «i—eaiM innl nm n—nm   — 
Aw saw •» ft ■naapeolK 
oilier unjuuttiaiiiig classes. 
"It forces them to use all the 
things they've learned in the other 
 ;„ ...... -.,... «-!> „.„„...„..uiig 
until   late  at   night,"   she   said. 
"There's also the time we spend in 
' "lite damn has taught us how to 
use the cameras and the editing 
machine but we actually learn by 
fioiiucbiu*: classes. graduate school policies and pro- 
 ii r auate scn i  oucies anu ro- 
Everything is brought back and cedurea, and potential as an effec- 
put into use" tive administrator. 
Sociologists to hold convention Oct. 18 
Progress staff report 
Anthropologists and sociologists 
from the across the state will be 
meeting at the university today and 
Friday. 
The 20th annual convention of 
Anthropologists and Sociologists of 
Kentucky will begin today with a 
workshop on grantmanship at 7:15 
p.m. in the Carl D.-Perkins Building. 
The workshop will be conducted 
by Dr. Ramona Lumpkin from the 
Kentucky Humanities Council, 
William Schweri, head of program 
development of the research 
foundation at the University of 
Kentucky and Evans Tracy, 
director of grants and contracts at 
the university. 
Dr. A.K. Mohanty, professor of 
CAMPUS CINEMAS 
Kl    I   [..IT* El IE AI IS 
In the reef*, secrets arc stolen 
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Make His Or Her 
Eyes Sparkle 
Sweetest Day 
October 20 
Ffcrnrrs So<« Bfslf 
On Sweetest Day, October 
20th. tickle his or her fancy with 
a bright bouquet of fresh flow- 
ers. Flowers are a special way 
to show much you care 
ar VJILL/KX 
H.CKIST ; 2S south 3rd at hmond  »»  «047i 
anthropology, sociology and social 
work at the university, is president 
of the organization. 
Mohanty said the purpose of the 
convention is to have an annual 
gathering of students and 
professionals in these fields. 
"It will hopefully open up better 
communication and give us an 
outlet to discuss pertinent issues in 
the discipline," he said. "It will also 
give us the opportunity to discuss 
research opportunities." 
Mohanty also said students will 
be able to learn about the market 
and job situations as well as the 
teaching situations in their 
particular field. 
There are currently over 200 
members of the state organization, 
and Mohanty said he expects a 
turnout for the two-day convention 
to be around 100. 
Dr. Reece McGee, professor of 
sociology at Purdue University in 
LaFayette, Indiana, will give the 
convention's keynote speech at 
10:30 a.m., Oct. 19. 
According to Mohanty, McGee 
will speak on "The Lies We Live By: 
Some Academic Myths and Their 
Functions." 
Mohanty said McGee was chosen 
to deliver the keynote message 
because of his "exceptional 
knowledge" in the field. 
"He is an excellent teacher, a 
great scholar, a great speaker and 
he has written several books on the 
subject matter he will discuss." said 
Mohanty. 
Mohanty also said a panel 
discussion will follow McGee's 
speech at 1:30 p.m. 
He said panelists will include Dr. 
Art Gallagher, chancellor of the 
University of Kentucky. Dr. Gary 
Cox from the Council on Higher 
Education and Dr. Jerry Caldwell. 
chairman of the Sociology and 
Anthropology Department at 
. Western Kentucky University. 
OPEN TONIGHT 
With Davis the Dancin   D.J. 
Challenge Dance At 10:00 
Don't Miss 
The Ark's 
First Halloween Bash 
Next Thursday  8-1 1:30 p.m. 
Costume Contest: 
Most Original and Scariest 
Prizes Will Be Awarded 
Hl^ V 
Dr. W.R. Isaacs Dr. C.L. Davis 
OPTOMETRISTS 
Complete Visual Care 
All Types Of Contact Lenses 
Color Contact Lenses 
30 Day Lenses 
Gas Permable Lenses 
Most Lenses In Stock 
228 W. Main. Richmond 
DOWNTOWN 
phone 623-3358 Mon.-Sat. 8:30-5:00 
■?■■ 
I 
m 
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Police beat 
The following reports were made 
to the division of public safety last 
week. This report includes only 
reports involving university 
students and personnel: 
Oct. 5: 
Steven Puckett. Commonwealth Hall. 
reported that someone had stolen his 
radio from his vehicle. It was valued at 
SI 10. 
Octet 
Stephanie Doonin. Case Hall, reported 
that someone hod taken 135 from her 
purse in her dorm room. 
Wanda King, night hostess in Martin 
Hall, reported that someone had stolen 
two rings from her vehicle The value of 
the rings was not given. 
Oct. 7: 
Mike Murphy. O'DonneU Hall, was 
arrested and charged with driving under 
the influence. 
Oct. 8: 
Lisa Mullina, Sullivan Hall, reported 
that one of her books had been taken 
from the book drop in the bookstore. The 
book was valued at f 26.95. 
Waada Hunt, Telford Hall, reported 
that her backpack and two books were 
taken from the Powell Building. The 
total value was (62. 
Diaae Duvall. Brockton, was charged 
with possession of marijuana. 
Rose Keith, Brockton, was charged 
with possession of marijuana. 
Timothy Cunningham, O'Donnell Hall, 
was charged with possession of 
marijuana. 
Norman Smiley, O'DonneU Hall, was 
charged with possession of marijuana. 
Oct. 10: 
William Corey. Lake Reba Drive, 
reported that someone had stolen his 
speakers from his car They ware valued 
at $63 
Dawa Allan aad Beansa Waldrop. of 
Combs Hall, reported that someone had 
stolen their clothing from a clothes dryer 
in Combe Hall The clothing was valued 
at S230. 
Charles Pottlager, Keene Hall, 
reported that someone had stolen f 10 
from his room. 
Scott Abaey, Keene Hall reported 
that someone had taken 160 from his 
John Webb, Commonwealth Hall, was 
charged with driving under the influence 
Oct. 11: 
Jeff Oebom. a desk worker in Dupree 
Hall, reported that there was a fire in one 
of the elevators in Dupree Hall. The fire 
department responded and the building 
was evacuated. Upon investigating, 
some burnt paper was found in the 
ceiling of the elevator. 
Stan Salyardo. a cadet in the Foster 
Building, reported the small of asjsm on 
the third Door of the Foster Building. 
The fire department found a light ballast 
that had burned out which caused the 
smoke. 
David Golden. Palmar Hall, reported 
that someone had stolen his books from 
the Powell Building. They wars valued 
at $28. 
Oct. 12: 
Waada King, night hostess in Combs 
Hail, reported that someone had broken 
the glass in s door in Combs Hall. The 
amount of damage is unknown. 
Quiet moments Progress pMo/RM BOMS 
Nancy Cornelius, a junior English education major from Whiting, Ind.. and 
Greg Bayer, a junior paramedic and fire science ma)or from Palos Park, III., 
relax on the" benches outside the Powell Building. 
Hi a her ed week omcleimeH 
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Alcohol affects 
non-drinker too 
Does alcohol control man or man 
control alcohol? 
More than 13 million Americans 
have problems with alcohol. This 
means they drink so much that 
alcohol affects their lives adversely. 
Of this number three to three and 
a half million are under age 18. 
But even non-drinkers and non- 
alcoholic* are affected by drinking. 
Each year in the United States more 
than 25,000 people are killed in 
alcohol related car crashes. In 
relevant terms, this means the 
equivalent of the entire town of 
Richmond or two times the entire 
student body of EKU, each year, is 
killed through the combination of 
cars and booze. 
The highest killer of young people 
in the United States today is motor 
vehicle accidents. In fact, for the 
teenage and under 25-year-old age 
group, motor vehicle accidents kill 
more lives each year than all other 
causes of death combined. 
The 15 to 24- year-old age group 
make up 18 percent of the 
population, but account for 35 
percent of the deaths in car 
accidents. The 26- to 34- year-old 
age group rank second highest. 
They make up 16 percent of the 
population, but comprise 25 percent 
of the motor vehicle fatalities. 
Alcohol is often thought of as a 
stimulant, for initially it disinhibits 
the central nervous system. But this 
is only its first step on the way to 
depressing the central nervous 
system. This system includes the 
brain and nerves, which causes the 
rest of the body to react and 
function. Thus in slowing the 
central  nervous   system,   alcohol 
• l>«*«     /»•»»'•     *~m**tln9*     *JF*«»     mrui 
Heakfcnotc* 
Dr. Wendy Gflcarlst 
because each eye is getting a 
slightly different picture from the 
brain. And side vision is decreased 
by 30 percent. 
So what does that mean? It 
means if you drink, don't drive. 
And if you're passenger, choose 
NOT to ride with a drinker. In this 
regard Richmond is perfectly 
designed, for all of the downtown 
bars are within easy walking 
distance of the dormitories and 
campus. It may perhaps seem a long 
walk to the "high' or drunken 
stumbler, but it is definitely shorter 
than death or months or 
h capitalization 
The latest national presidential 
commission on drunken driving is 
recommending, among other things, 
an age limit of 21 years old for the 
purchase of alcoholic beverages, a 
.10 blood alcohol concentration as 
illegal without question, and 
"prompt license suspension for 
driving under the influence, and 
mandatory sentences." Thus no 
second chances would be available. 
But then a head-on collision allows 
few second chances either. Nine out 
-   - . •••     » . .U~.-I,l .n 
Regina Burch, McGregor Hall, 
reported that one of her textbooks was 
taken from the book drop in the 
bookstore. It was valued at $28.95. 
Charles Andrews. Brockton, reported 
that someone had stolen two bikes from 
his front porch. They were valued at 
$230. 
Lisa   DUon   aad  Shirley   Newsome, 
Walters Hall, reported that someone had 
taken a dress and one pair of blue jeans 
from their room. The dress was valued 
at $120 and no estimate was given on the 
jeans. 
This week Oct. 13 through Oct. 20 
has been declared Higher Education 
Week by Kentucky Gov. M|u-tha 
l.ayne Collins. 
Her proclamations said the week 
was set aside 'to create awareness 
of the value of higher education to 
all Americans..." 
Dr. John M. Long, dean of the 
College of Arts and Humanities said 
he believed higher education is more 
than something measured in dollars 
and cents. 
"...Today we need to prepare our 
students  for the  flexibility   that 
contemporary life demands," he 
said. 
Long encourages students to 
pursue a liberal arts education 
because a person changes careers 
four or five times, according to 
census and survey figures. 
"A liberal arts program will help 
people move easily and with grace 
into new professions without 
becoming new persons." 
Long said the pressures for 
specialization still exist and perhaps 
are more intensified, however he still 
holds to a strong belief in a broad 
education as well as specilization. 
"...Let's say a person wants to 
become a computer specialist. He or 
she will be a better computer 
specialist with an understanding of 
how the computer developed and 
with an understanding of what the 
computer is doing to our society." 
Long said he believed students 
miss the opportunity to expand 
their knowledge and become a bit 
more at home in theii own culture. 
"It is my position that a liberal 
education is what we should be 
iisrilring in the college experience." 
Balloons 
To Co 
98* - 8198 
Regular Delivery - 
Clown Delivery - $5.O0 
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Mx your own 
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OPENING 
SOON 
STUDENTS WELCOME 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS! 
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ANYTIME! 
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"CHARLIE'S OARAGE' 
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*-
% Mardl Oras 
••s so oo 
49 SALE 
Cray or Burgundy 
Willis $u»d»/TI* 
Rag. 4S.00 
'41 
amgg 
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BEVERAGE      $2 00 
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TL'K   STUDENT NIGHT 
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HOT LEGS CONTEST 
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9-1 50 rentn 
ROCKY MT  BEVERAGE 
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2909 RICHMOND RD. - LAKEVIEW PLAZA 
LEXINGTON, HY. 
percent these abilities are decreas- 
ed. If one is on foot, this perhaps 
makes little difference, but in an 
automobile it can be disastrous. 
Especially at night, alcohol also 
affects one's vision. Thus the acuity, 
or sharpness, is reduced by more 
than half. The eye muscles, like the 
rest of the body, are relaxed. Thus 
glare vision is also poor. Depth and 
distance  judgments are  affected 
Hart cancels visit 
U. S. Senator Gary Hart's visit to 
campus last week was cancelled 
because because Hart had to stay in 
Washington for an important vote 
in the Senate concerning the na- 
tional budget. 
Hart's visit may be rescheduled 
for later this month. 
HORSEBACK 
RIDING 
RIDING IT 
TMEHOMI 
HORSES FOR 
AOULTS 
Italian Burger 
Mushroom Jack Burger 
Bacon 'N Cheese 
ABSOLUTELY FREE! 
whet) you  buy The World's  Biggest.   Beat  Salad   Buffet 
This Irresistible offer will run from Mid Sept. through MM 
October. 11 AM - 4 PM. Mon-Sat. 
Lexington 
286 Southland Dr. 
1316 Russell Cave Road 
Richmond 
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Alumni chapter 
set in Atlanta 
By Sherry Kaftenbarger 
Organizations editor 
For many graduates, job hunting 
and being interviewed for those jobs 
can be rigorous activities, but a 
group of university alumni living in 
the Atlanta area are trying to ease 
the tensions of graduates who seek 
employment in the Atlanta area. 
This group is the Greater Atlanta 
Area Alumni Chapter, and it 
received its charter in March. 
According to Sarah Kincaid,  a 
1982   English   graduate  of   the 
university and president-elect of the 
alumni group, the organization is 
seeking to involve approximately 
300   area   university   alumni   and 
students who will be alumni. 
A Welcome Wagon committee is 
the      group's      most     popular 
committee, according to Kincaid. 
The committee's purpose is to act 
as hosts to any senior who travels 
to Atlanta for a prearranged job 
interview. 
"We are there for seniors who are 
graduating and looking for jobs." 
said Kincaid. "Atlanta has 
marvelous opportunities as far as 
jobs go. There are jobs down there 
for all different majors." 
, Committee members provide 
assistance by showing the guest 
student points of interest in the 
town and by armiainting them with 
activities offered in the community 
The opportunity to spend an 
evening in a family's home may be 
more relaxing for the person before 
their interview. 
If a student receives a job in this 
area, chairpersons of the committee 
will investigate housing 
opportunities and costs, 
transportation information and 
viable churches and medical 
services for the student, Kincaid 
said. 
The group also welcomes alumni 
who are relocating in the Atlanta 
area, Kincaid said. 
"This is one of the ways the 
alumni are serving the university,'' 
said Ron Wolfs, director of alumni 
affairs. "We're hoping there will be 
some students taking advantage of 
this opportunity." 
Students interested in learning 
more about the opportunities 
provided by the Greater Atlanta 
Area Alumni Chapter may contact 
Ron Wolfe at the Alumni Affairs 
office at 1260. 
Foundation group 
to meet Oct. 25 
By Lisa Frost 
Editor 
The university will host a state 
...:J- 1~ 
the money opportunities available 
for'research. 
The one-day conference to be held 
Oct. 25 in the Perkins Building will 
be   a   joint  effort   by   the   NSF's 
Research     in     Undergraduate 
Institutions   program   and   the 
university's Office of Grants and 
Contracts. _, ... .-     , According   to   Bruce   Wolford. 
assistant director of grants and con- 
tracts, the NSF is a government 
agency that funds research projects 
in the basic sciences such as social 
and behaviorial sciences, biology 
and earth sciences at public 
universities. 
"We have always had many peo- 
ple apply for the money," he said. 
Wolford said the Office of Grants 
and Contracts is responsible tor 
coordinating efforts between facul- 
ty and staff who want grant money 
for research and the private institu- 
tions that are willing to fund it. 
"We hope people will look at 
cooperative efforts for schools to 
work together on research projects. 
There is even more money available 
for that We hope to see an interest 
in training these funds for research." 
I.t Gov 9tevenL. Beeheerwulbe 
the keynote speaker at a luncheon 
to be held that day. 
RoaKaor   rwwntlv   organised   a 
and will speak on "Science and 
Technology: Keys to Kentucky's 
Future." 
"He has taken a two-year effort to 
look at Kentucky - what Kentucky 
will be like in the future," said 
Wolford. "His topic is science and 
technology. The future will be in 
higher technology and there will be 
a demand for people in these fields. 
So our future will depend on if we 
have these people or not." 
Also speaking will be Dr. Joseph 
Danek, director of special programs 
for the foundation. He will be ad- 
dressing the topic "Overview of the 
National Science Foundation " 
The conference opens at 8 a.m. 
and the morning will be devoted to 
studying the foundation and bow it 
can affect research at local 
universities. 
The afternoon will consist of in- 
dividual interviews with foundation 
representatives. 
Wolford said he has had good 
response from the other universities 
and colleges in the state and expects 
a turnout of at least 126 people. 
Nuclear forum 
ends today 
with lecture 
Progress photo/Rex Boggs 
Window talk 
Dale McGomgle. a senior computer information systems mapr form Clay 
City, perches on a wall dutside McGreaor Hall to confer with her roommate. 
By Lmcy Bennett 
Copy editor 
William Martin, director of 
natural areas, will speak at noon 
today in the Powell Building, main 
cafeteria Room B on the subject of 
"Nuclear Winter the COLD and the 
DARK." 
Martin's presentation is the last 
of several lectures commemorating 
the Week of Education on Nuclear 
Weapons at the university. 
A related event sponsored by 
Madison County Citizens Against 
Nuclear War, a Nuclear Freeze 
Walk-Run, was held on Sunday at 
the university track. Proceeds from 
the event went toward the national 
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign 
Dr. Helen Bennett of the English 
Department serves as a liason 
between the national organization 
and the Madison County group. 
Bennett said  about  18  people 
■participated in the actual event, but 
each of these had sponsors who 
pledged money for each kilometer 
walked or run. 
According to Dr. James Webb, 
professor of social science and the 
chairman of Madison County 
Citizens Against Nuclear War, the 
event took in approximately $312. 
Webb $117 of this sum will be 
used to pay for T-shirts awarded to 
each of the participants in the freeze 
walk/run, leaving $195 to go toward 
the freeze campaign. Forty percent 
of this sum goes to the national 
organization, and the remaining 60 
percent is retained by the Madison 
Nordgulen, university chaplain, 
spoke on "The Poet-Modern 
Paradigm  and   the   Question  of 
World Peace." 
On Tuesday, Dr. Martha Grise of 
the English department discussed 
the topic "How Many Nuclear 
Weapons Are Enough." 
Also on Tuesday, a nuclear 
discussion was sired on Centel Cable 
Channel 6 sponsored by the Union 
of Concerned Scientists 
Dr. Bruce MacLaren, chairman of 
the Department of Natural Science, 
spoke Wednesday on "Breaking the 
Stalemate: A discussion." 
According to MacLaren, also a 
member of Madison County 
Citizens Against Nuclear War, this 
is the first time the university has 
had a nuclear education week. 
MacLaren said be feels many 
people are misinformed about 
nuclear issues, yet it's hard to get 
the general public interested. 
"So many people aon i 
understand the policy. Most people 
are ill-informed about the 
magnitude - bow many weapons we 
have," he said. 
MacLaren said the one sense 
people do have is that their lives are 
in jeopardy. 
"Most people simply accept their 
life may be shortened. 
"My thesis is you have to 
confront this fear - work your way 
around it - before you can act," he 
said. 
MacLaren said the purpose of the 
lecture series was to "find a way to 
work at peace to avoid nuclear war." 
Science day set 
The Department of Mathematical 
Sciences  will  hold  Mathematical 
o.:__—.    r»...   i—   klvk    .>h««>l 
it. 
Booths will be set up to tell 
students about career opportunities 
in various mathematical fields, as 
well as to provide financial aid and 
admissions information about the 
university. 
Crusoe 
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The Campus Copy Shop 
RESUME 
PACKAGE 
• 1 Page Resume Typeset 
• 25 Copies onto Resume Stock (50%. Ivory, Grey, Tan or White) 
• 25 Matching Blank Sheets (for cover letters) 
• 25 Matching Envelopes 
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Colonel's Corner 
298 S. Second St. 623-0456 
Red Delicious 
Apples 
3 lb. bag 99' 
Keebler 
Soft Batch Cookies 
12 a.. bag 
11.49 
Tennessee Pride 
Sausage 
1 lb. pkg. 
$1.59 
Deli Specials 
Fischer'a Ham S1.B9 lb. 
Fischer'* Bologna 11.79 lb. 
Pickle and Pimisnto Loaf   $1 99 lb. 
Buy One D«li Sandwich and Oat 
Small Bag of Frito Lay Chips FREE 
Texaco 
Motor Oil 
10W30--10W40 
99* 
y \ 
Keebler 
Saltine Crackers 
1 lb. box 
99" 
Original Yoplait 
Yogurt 
60s. 
2/99* 
Big Value Bread 
16 oa. loaf 
2/79* 
Rose Acre Farms 
Large Eggs 
79* doz. 
Union 
talks 
(ContinueJ from Pa** Osal 
Gingrich said that cards are being 
passid out far the employees to dpi 
which sUte that they agree to let 
the union speak for them concern 
tag wages, working hours and other 
problems relating to working 
conditions. 
He said that about SO percent of 
the number required had already 
turned  in  cards  to  his  office. 
The next step would be to go to 
the administration and ask for of- 
ficial recognition, he said. 
"If we get enough cards, we won't 
go away until we are recognised by 
the university administration," he 
said. 
According to Kentucky state 
laws, there is nothing that prevents 
the employees from unionizing, it is 
just illegal for them to strike. 
Dr. Doug Whitlock, executive 
assitant to university president Dr. 
J. C. Powell, said the administration 
had heard rumors of attempts to 
form a union, but that no one had 
officially contacted the university 
about it 
Werff, who represents the AFL- 
CIO, said the local unions are 
tailored to fit the individual needs 
of the group involved. 
He said that they could form a 
group just for maintenance workers 
or just for clerical workers. They 
could also form a union which would 
include all non-teaching personnel, 
depending on the interest level. 
Once the group forms, they also 
set their goals to fit the particular 
group. 
"The situations are unique only to 
that particular situation. The needs 
depend upon each individual unit," 
Werff said. 
Gingrich said that a union meant 
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Progress Photo/Rob Carr 
Now listen 
Rev. Ronnie Marr from Cincinnati visited the campus last Thursday to tell 
his message to university students. Marr spoke in front of the Powell Building. 
Employees receive 
various benefits 
Senate to sponsor 
'Rap and Roll' session 
By Tens* Hill 
New. editor 
Dr. Thomas Meyers, vice presi- 
dent for student affairs and faculty 
adviser to Student Senate, address- 
ed the senate at Tuesday's meeting. 
He spoke on the responsibilities 
that go along with being a senator, 
and urged the students to go to 
work on their committees. 
Student Senate has yet to bring 
a bill out of committee and onto the 
floor for action this year. 
"The senate has a rich heritage, 
and I've had the privilege of work- 
ing with it for 16 years. This gavel 
has been held by s lot of outstan- 
ding students." he said. 
Meyers said msny former 
senators are now involved in politics 
and their love of politics came out 
of their work on Student Senate. 
"I want to talk to you about be- 
ing a senator," he said. 
"You are a senator. You have 
been elected. You represent 160 
students. 
"I don't know if you realise how 
awesome that responsibility is," he 
said. 
He said the organization had the 
potential to become one of the most 
lnstumental groups on gsjaapssj 
"We have 13,000 students here. 
Surely the ideas the students have 
for improving this university mean 
more than four or five vice 
presidents sitting around a table on 
Monday morning," he said. 
But Meyers warned that senators 
would only get something 
meaningful out of senate if they put 
something into it. 
He urged them to go to work on 
the committees and produce 
legislation. 
"Students should be working 
together with one thing in mind, to 
see that this university is one to be 
proud of," he said. 
Phil Goins, a member of Dare Us 
and Student Senate, also addressed 
the group. 
Dare Us is a group for handicap- 
pad students which just organized 
on campus. 
Goins said that he had just at 
tended s meeting of the 604 Com- 
mittee which works toward making 
public buildings more accessible to 
the handicapped under section 604 
of the Constitution. 
He said some progress is being 
made at the university, but a lot 
more work is needed. 
Goins said handicapped students 
needed more ramps going in and out 
of some buildings and onto some 
curbs. They also need flashing Ughta 
on phones for deaf students sad 
phone with amplifiers. 
Goins challenged all the senators 
to spend an hour this week trying 
to walk to class on crutches or get 
to class blindfolded. 
He said this would make them 
more aware of the problems facing 
handicapped students. 
In two weeks, senate will present 
Rap and Roll, their annual discus- 
sion session between students and 
faculty members. The program was 
formally named Dialogue. 
Senator Mike Keeling, who an- 
nounced the plans for Rap and Roll, 
was later named "Senator of the 
Week" by senate president Tim 
Cowhig for his work on Rap and 
Roll and research he was doing ta 
connection with another project. 
The student rights and respon- 
sibilities committee is working on a 
social probation suspension bill. 
Chairwoman Kelli Neal reported 
that the bill would allow those on 
social probation to continue to be ac- 
tive in student activities, including 
holding offices in those 
organizations. 
The committee is also working on 
s bill which would create special 
parking slots for motorcycles, so 
that they don't have to take up a 
whole parking space. 
i'hey would also like to see longer 
hours st the bookstore on weekends 
and have administrative offices stay 
open through lunch and get the bus 
that takes students to and from the 
Stratton Building to run later ta the 
day. 
Neal said that after about 3 p.m. 
the bus stops running 
According to Academic Affairs 
Committee Chairperson Angela 
Spencer, nsr committee is working 
on legislation concerning credit by 
examination and establishing a 
24-hour study place. 
Keeling, who is also chairman of 
the Nation Issues Committee, 
reported that the 98th Congress had 
passort and increase in the Pell 
Grant Program. 
Next year the maximum grant 
will go from $1,900 to $2,100 per 
year, he said. 
.V • '     '     •• ' '• Hlinin fl/Wc in hirth control 
"Uiw wotkt>r going in to spcan to 
the administation doesn't have 
much impact, but all the workers 
going in to speak at one time we 
think is very powerful," he said. 
Enrollment 
declines 
over 200 
Progress staff report 
As of Oct. 2 figures indicate 
enrollment to be down from last 
year. 
Although the final report on 
enrollment will not be ready until 
Nov. 1, student enrollment current- 
ly stands at 12,367 full and part- 
time students, which is 244 less 
than last year, according to Dr. 
Doug Whitlock. executive assistant 
to university President Dr. J.C. 
Powell. 
As of Sept. 13 enrollment was 
11,937 full and part-time students. 
According to Whitlock the figure 
grows because of students who 
enroll ta extended campus classes. 
In September he estimated that 
normally there are 600 to 600 
students enrolled in extended 
campus classes. 
These classes have staggered 
start and end dates which delay 
reporting the number of students 
enrolled. 
This year's breakdown of 
enrollment shows the university 
with 11,160 undergraduates, 1,197 
graduate students, 6,432 men and 
6,925 women. 
This semester there are 10.839 
in-state students, 1,423 out-of-state 
and 96 foreign nationals students. 
Slty,   WIDC  Ul   IU»   piUll«j;    tUUUKIU 
will probably be with salaries, job 
security and fringe benefits. 
Service/maintenance and 
clerical/secretarial personnel at the 
university currently receive s varie- 
ty of benefits and salaries. 
According to Dale Lawrence, 
director of personnel services, 
salaries of non-supervisory and non- 
teaching personnel range from $3.95 
to (8.71 per hour. 
. The university currently 
employees 791 people ta these two 
categories. 
These figures are for full-time 
employees, but they may net all be 
12-month-a-year employees. 
Lawrence said that there are 16 
different pay rates for newly hired 
employees. For example, custodians 
start at $3.95 per hour. Secretaries 
make $4.22 to start and senior 
clerks start at $4.53. 
After s six-month probationary 
period, employees ra^sive s one-step 
pay increase between .08 and .16 
cents per hour. 
Lawrence said that raises beyond 
this point are determined by the 
amount of funding the university 
receives. Last year, employees 
received a two percent raise, the 
same increase teachers and 
administrators received lsst year. 
According to information provid- 
ed by the Division of Personnel Ser- 
vices, all these employees are 
covered by the Kentucky Employee 
Retirement System. Under this 
system employees contribute 4 per- 
cent of their annual income while 
the university contributes 7.26 per- 
cent of the employee's salery. 
Employees also participate ta the 
traditional Social Security program 
ta addition to the university's 
program. 
The university workers are also 
covered by Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
health insurance.  The university 
uia umu ,..iu.c between an inuiviuusi 
plan and a family plan. 
Beginning this July, workers also 
have the option of joining Health 
America, a health maintenance 
organization. This organization pro- 
vides for preventive health services 
which are not covered by many in- 
surance plans. 
Under the university scholarship 
program, the university will pay for 
one course (three hours maximum) 
per employee per semester. These 
courses must relate to a degree pro- 
gram or the employee's current 
career path. 
. Employees may also purchase 
tickets to athletic events st a dis- 
count price. 
Parking within specified zones is 
free to employees. 
The university's disability in- 
surance program will pay half of the 
monthly salary of disabled workers 
to the age of 65, with a maximum 
payment of 11,000 monthly. 
Unemployment compensation is 
available to university workers with 
payments of up to $ 140 a week 
Editor 
It has been over a year since the 
university began offering birth con- 
trol counseling service on campus. 
And according to Rita 
Anderson-McCord, clinic director 
for Mountain Maternal Health 
League, things are going very well. 
On July 19, 1983 Mountain 
Maternal, based ta Berea, began 
operating within the Student 
Health Service's infirmary ta the 
Rowlett Building. 
All services offered by the clinic 
are provided by Mountain Maternal 
and the university only provides the 
space. 
The clinic receives its funds from 
the state Department for Human 
Resources through the Mountain 
Maternal Health League. 
The services are offered confiden- 
tially to full-time female university 
students and include pap smears, 
pelvic examinations, breast ex- 
aminations and some lab work, ac- 
cording to Anderson-McCord. 
Also, ta accordance with Planned 
Parenthood guidelines, tne clinic 
counsels each woman on birth con- 
trol before issuing her the method 
of her choice. 
"We want women to be sure and 
understand everything." 
Fee payment is based on a sliding 
scale. Financially stressed students 
will pay a smaller fee or possibly no 
fee ana financially capable students 
will pay more. 
Last year Mountain paternal set 
a goal to see 300 new patients in the 
new clinic. 
According to Anderson-McCord, 
they ssw 276 new patients plus 
some that had come for more than 
one visit. 
"The show rate is great," she said 
"The word is out about us more 
than last year." 
Last year the clinic received 
$10 000 for the year to treat 
students. 
"We are important to the state. 
They re-funded us for this year." 
For the months of July and 
September through the present, the 
clinic hss seen 45 patients. 
"We don't see that many ta the 
summer and we didn't hold clinic ta 
August for that reason. So the 
figure is pretty good," said 
Anderson-McCord 
"We are always booked two 
weeks ahead of time." 
According to Anderson-McCord 
the clinic and the university work 
well together. 
, She said Mountain Maternal will 
refer students to the health services 
if it is something they can check or 
treat such aa infections and venereal 
diseases. 
Anderson-McCord said she hopes 
for an even better turnout after 
more people find out about the clinic 
"We have had orientation for the 
dorm directors and orientation for 
the R.A.'s," she said 
"We want to let as many people 
know as possible that we are here." 
Anderson-McCord said the clinic 
doesn't have any long-range plans 
right now but they "hope to con- 
tinue to stay on campus." 
Boonesboro Wharf 
All You Can Eat Specials 
Monday - Frog Legs - $6.50 
Tuesday - Catfish • $6.50 
Wednesday - Bar B-Q Ribs $7.95 
Includes Salad Or Slaw, Choice Of Potato, 
Tea Or Coffee & Hot Bread 
Open 4:00 p.m. Daily 
Live Entertainment 
10% Discount With Student I.D. 
(Dtanat NM VriM O. W. Or Wltfc Umlpxtakl 
527-6617 Boonesboro, Kentucky 
MAMA LEE'S PIZZA 
-FREE DELIVERY- 
of Pizza, Pasta or Sandwiches 
Call 623-3530 or 623-3531 Pizza Power Time 
4-6 p.m. Daily 
Frosted Mugs 50c 
Pitchers $3.00 
Bring This Ad In And Get 
$3.00 OFF on a Large Big Mama( 
or a Large Mama's Masterp 
Good Anytime 
And Can Be Used For Delivery 
228S Seconds' 
Richmond 
Open 11 o.m. lo 12 midnight] 
7 day, o wMtt 
FtMD»liv»ry til I a.m. 
REVIVAL 
First; United Methodist: Church 
October 21-25, 7 p.m. Nightly 
With 
Rev. John Hobbs 
Evangelist 
Bethel, North Carolina 
And 
Rev. Kenny Devie 
Muaic Leader 
Rooky Mount. North Carolina 
Sunday - Youth Night                                                .^^^ ffv^yon. 
Monday — Sunday Sohool Night                               ,. mammonm... 
TtM»odoy — Tuaaday Aft or noon Sarvloa         And Jssus Christ      A\ 
Fs.llows.hlp Hall [At 1:30]                            •• Lord!"               Ml  
Tuaaday — Tuaaday Night Sarvloa                                                           Lj 
College Btudant/Wsslsy Cantor Night:                       W_J 
Wadnaaday — Unltad Mthoaat Wamon'o Night:                        ^ 
Thursday — Unltad Mathoulat Man'a Night                                             " 
Open 24 Hours A Day 
J Madison National Bank 
24 hour banker card can bo used in over 
100 locations throughout Kentucky 
Another location opening 
soon at Colonel's Corner 
Adjacent to EKU 
* Harvest Happening* 
at Richmond Plaza 
Shopping Center 
Oct. 19 & 20 
Register for Olympic Coin & Cash Giveaway 
MADISON NATIONAL BANK 
623 - 2747 
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You can be part of the 
greatest alliance in American 
business history — Electronic 
Data Systems and General Motors. 
This alliance combines the 
information processing strengths 
of EDS with the resources of the 
largest company in the nation. 
And with it comes vast 
opportunities for you — the kind 
that business professionals can 
spend their entire careers seeking. 
You're already starting at the top 
with our outstanding resources 
for growth and success. And the 
only way to go is up. 
We're looking for self-starters 
— people with the confidence to 
set high goals and the 
determination to reach them. We 
want to put you at the core of 
EDS' operations as a Systems 
Engineer. EDS Systems Engineers 
use both business and technical 
skills to solve complex problems 
for our clients. And every EDS 
Systems Engineer has graduated 
from our nationally-recognized 
Systems Engineering Development 
(SED) Program. 
The SED Program will 
prepare you for the leadership 
responsibilities you will have in 
the EDS and GM alliance. It lasts 
approximately 18 months and will 
undoubtedly be one of the most 
rigorous and rewarding business 
experiences of your life. You'll 
receive intensive classroom 
training, and you'll also have the 
chance to deal directly with our 
customers. You'll gain knowledge 
that will place you far ahead of 
your peers. And when you 
graduate, you'll have an exciting 
position with unlimited growth 
potential. 
To qualify for the SED 
Program, you must be a college 
graduate with a technical aptitude 
arid an outstanding record of 
achievement. You should have a 
major in Management Information 
Systems, Computer Information 
Systems, Computer Science, or 
Engineering. We will also consider 
candidates with any academic 
major and a strong interest in 
business and information 
processing. In addition, 
you must be flexible to 
relocate and travel. Finally, you 
must be a U.S. citizen or 
permanent resident. If you are a 
successful candidate, EDS will 
reward you with a competitive 
compensation package. And you're 
sure to thrive in our corporate 
environment where rewards are 
based on achievement — not 
seniority. 
TAKE THE FIRST STEP 
TOWARD JOINING THE 
GREATEST ALLIANCE IN 
AMERICAN BUSINESS 
HISTORY. 
Contact your college placement 
office today to schedule an 
interview with a local EDS 
recruiter. Or, write to: Electronic 
Data Systems Corporation, 7171 
Forest Lane, Dallas, TX 75230. 
(214) 661-6060. An Equal 
Opportunity Employer. 
Electronic Data Systems Corporation 
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